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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
Appendix B. Mapping Criteria | August 2017
Overview
Per Resolution 14‐2012, all Yakima County watersheds are included in the Yakima County Voluntary Stewardship Program (VSP) with a priority status of
the Wenas Creek watershed. VSP applies only where critical areas and agricultural activities overlap in unincorporated areas within the nominated
watersheds. Per the Growth Management Act (GMA) which contains the VSP law, critical areas include fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas,
wetlands, frequently flooded areas, geologically hazardous areas, and critical aquifer recharge areas used for potable water. GMA indicates that
"agricultural activities" means all agricultural uses and practices as defined in RCW 90.58.065 (listed in the attached table).
Agricultural and Critical Area maps have been prepared at this link. Posters have been developed. Detailed map books are also available.
Yakima Agricultural Lands (WSDA 2016) Online Map: http://arcg.is/1S5xZyq
Login: BERK_MapReader
Password: MapReader<2016>
Please use the login and password to access the map of agriculture and rangeland. To increase performance of the map, the agricultural lands
and rangeland layers turn on automatically when you zoom in – the layer is too large to show at larger/all scales. To change the background
imagery (e.g. to aerial view or topo view) please click on the “Basemap gallery” icon on the icon tray and choose the basemap of your choice.
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Summary of Agriculture and Critical Area Definitions and Geographic Information System Sources and Steps
The matrix below identifies State definitions from the Growth Management Act or implementing rules and County definitions in Yakima County Code Title
16C as amended through Ordinance 5‐2017, the title that would apply if a VSP Program were not adopted. The State rules were amended after the Yakima
County Code sections were adopted and represent the latest parameters. The information is considered representative of 2011 baseline conditions. See
the Work Plan for additional descriptions.
Feature

Definition and Descriptions

Data Status, Notes, Limitations: April 2016

Agriculture

RCW 36.70A.703 (1) "Agricultural activities" means all agricultural uses and practices as defined in
RCW 90.58.065.

 Received State of Washington Department of
Agriculture field level crop data (obtained 2017). Displays
both information as of 2011 and 2016.

RCW 90.58.065 "Agricultural activities" means agricultural uses and practices including, but not
limited to: Producing, breeding, or increasing agricultural products; rotating and changing
agricultural crops; allowing land used for agricultural activities to lie fallow in which it is plowed
and tilled but left unseeded; allowing land used for agricultural activities to lie dormant as a result
of adverse agricultural market conditions; allowing land used for agricultural activities to lie
dormant because the land is enrolled in a local, state, or federal conservation program, or the
land is subject to a conservation easement; conducting agricultural operations; maintaining,
repairing, and replacing agricultural equipment; maintaining, repairing, and replacing agricultural
facilities, provided that the replacement facility is no closer to the shoreline than the original
facility; and maintaining agricultural lands under production or cultivation.

Fish and wildlife
habitat
conservation
areas

WAC 365‐190‐130 (1) "Fish and wildlife habitat conservation" means land management for
maintaining populations of species in suitable habitats within their natural geographic distribution
so that the habitat available is sufficient to support viable populations over the long term and
isolated subpopulations are not created. This does not mean maintaining all individuals of all
species at all times, but it does mean not degrading or reducing populations or habitats so that
they are no longer viable over the long term. Counties and cities should engage in cooperative
planning and coordination to help assure long term population viability. Fish and wildlife habitat
conservation areas contribute to the state's biodiversity and occur on both publicly and privately
owned lands. Designating these areas is an important part of land use planning for appropriate
development densities, urban growth area boundaries, open space corridors, and incentive‐based
land conservation and stewardship programs.
WAC 365‐190‐130 (2) Fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas that must be considered for
classification and designation include:
(a) Areas where endangered, threatened, and sensitive species have a primary association;

 Received County zoning and Assessor parcel data.
Pending display.
 Obtained rangeland data based on Washington State
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Washington
Department of Ecology (Ecology), and US Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) sources. Also displayed: Private
rangeland per Yakima County Assessor dry range dataset.
As adjusted by research / local knowledge of NYCD.
 Received Washington State Department of Fish and
Wildlife (WDFW), Priority Habitats, and Species Layers
(2016). Displayed.
 Received rivers and streams and waterbodies layers
(County provided information). Also identifies
canals/aqueducts. Displayed.
 Added fish point data for Wenas Creek basin per data
from Yakama Nation.

 Use hydrologic study areas as areas of review in
absence of riparian data. Work Group to determine
future Imagery interpretation as part of monitoring.

 Use habitat connectivity maps. See description below
table.

(b) Habitats and species of local importance, as determined locally;
(c) Commercial and recreational shellfish areas;
(d) Kelp and eelgrass beds; herring, smelt, and other forage fish spawning areas;
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Feature

Definition and Descriptions

Data Status, Notes, Limitations: April 2016

(e) Naturally occurring ponds under twenty acres and their submerged aquatic beds that provide
fish or wildlife habitat;
(f) Waters of the state;
(g) Lakes, ponds, streams, and rivers planted with game fish by a governmental or tribal entity;
and
(h) State natural area preserves, natural resource conservation areas, and state wildlife areas.
YCC 16C.02.380 Stream Corridor: “Stream corridor,” as used in this title, means those features
listed and described in Section 16C.06.03
YCC 16C.06.03 Hydrologically Related Critical Area Features.
The stream corridor and other hydrologically related critical areas are designated critical areas
and include one or more of the following features:
(1) Any floodway and floodplain identified as a special flood hazard area. Special flood hazard
areas are those identified by the Federal Insurance Administration in the Flood Insurance Study
for Yakima County which, together with accompanying Flood Insurance Rate Maps, and
frequently flooded areas are hereby adopted by reference and declared to be a part of this title as
set forth in Chapters 16C.05.20 through 16C.05.72;
(2) Perennial and intermittent streams, excluding ephemeral streams, including the stream
main channel and all secondary channels within the ordinary high water mark;
(3) Naturally occurring ponds under twenty acres and their submerged aquatic beds; and
manmade lakes and ponds created within a stream channel designated under subsection (2)
above;
(4) All wetlands, that meet the definition found in Section 16C.02.425, as required by WAC 365‐
190‐080(1), and as designated in Section 16C.07.02(1) of the wetland chapter;
(5) Where specifically cited, any flood‐prone area not included in a designated floodway and
floodplain, but indicated as flood‐prone (i.e. specific flood frequency, stream channel migration),
by information observable in the field such as soils or geological evidence, or by materials such as
flood studies, topographic surveys, photographic evidence or other data;
[omitted (6) buffers]
YCC 16C.11 Upland Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas
16C.11.010 Purpose and Intent.
(1) Wildlife habitat conservation means land management for maintaining populations of
species in suitable habitats within their natural geographic distribution so that the habitat
available is sufficient to support viable populations over the long term and isolated
subpopulations are not created. This does not mean maintaining all individuals of all species at all
times, but it does mean not degrading or reducing populations or habitats so that they are no
longer viable over the long term. Counties and cities should engage in cooperative planning and
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Feature

Definition and Descriptions

Data Status, Notes, Limitations: April 2016

coordination to help assure long term population viability. Wildlife habitat conservation areas
contribute to the state's biodiversity and occur on both publicly and privately owned lands.
Designating these areas is an important part of land use planning for appropriate development
densities, urban growth area boundaries, open space corridors, and incentive‐based land
conservation and stewardship programs (WAC 365‐190‐130(1))
(2) It is the intent of these provisions to classify seasonal ranges and habitat elements with
which federal and state listed endangered, threatened and sensitive species have a primary
association and which, if altered, may reduce the likelihood that the species will maintain and
reproduce over the long term.
(3) It is the purpose of these provisions to designate, protect, and conserve natural habitats of
upland wildlife species.

Wetlands

RCW 36.70A.030 (21) "Wetland" or "wetlands" means areas that are inundated or saturated by
surface water or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under
normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.
Wetlands do not include those artificial wetlands intentionally created from nonwetland sites,
including, but not limited to, irrigation and drainage ditches, grass‐lined swales, canals, detention
facilities, wastewater treatment facilities, farm ponds, and landscape amenities, or those
wetlands created after July 1, 1990, that were unintentionally created as a result of the
construction of a road, street, or highway. Wetlands may include those artificial wetlands
intentionally created from nonwetland areas created to mitigate conversion of wetlands.

 Wetlands layers (County provided based on state
databases that consider both national inventories and
project‐based wetland information). Displayed.
Note: based on Work Group direction we investigated
the availability of other wetland data from the
Department of Agriculture but the only available data
they use is consistent with the National Wetland
Inventory.

YCC 16C.02.425 Wetland. Matches State definition.

Frequently
Flooded Areas

WAC 365‐190‐110 Frequently flooded areas. (1) Classifications of frequently flooded areas should
include, at a minimum, the 100‐year flood plain designations of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and the National Flood Insurance Program.

 100‐year floodplain layers (County provided FEMA
information). Displayed.

YCC 16C.02.210 Floodplain. “Floodplain” means a land area adjoining a river, stream, watercourse
or lake which has been determined likely to flood. The extent of the floodplain may vary with the
frequency of flooding being considered. “Floodplain” is synonymous with the one hundred‐year
floodplain and means that land area susceptible to inundation with a one percent chance of being
equaled or exceeded in any given year.

Geologically
Hazardous Areas
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WAC 365‐190‐120 Geologically hazardous areas. (1) Geologically hazardous areas. Geologically
hazardous areas include areas susceptible to erosion, sliding, earthquake, or other geological
events. They pose a threat to the health and safety of citizens when incompatible commercial,
residential, or industrial development is sited in areas of significant hazard. [Note: includes
channel migration zones.
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 Landslides: Yakima County GIS. Displayed.
 Steep Slopes: Yakima County GIS. Displayed.
 Other hazards (alluvial fans, avalanche hazards,
stream undercutting), Yakima County GIS. Displayed.

 Highly erodible soils, (USDA NRCS sources). Displayed.
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Feature

Definition and Descriptions

Data Status, Notes, Limitations: April 2016

16C.08.02 Mapping and Designation (1) Geologically hazardous areas are areas that are
susceptible to one or more of the following types of hazards and are designated as critical areas,
based on WAC 365‐190‐120(3):

 Channel migration zone, (County Shoreline mapping,
Yakima County GIS). Displayed.

(a) Erosion hazards;
(b) Landslide hazards:
(i) Oversteepened slope hazards;
(ii) Alluvial fan/flash flooding hazards;
(iii) Avalanche hazards; and
(iv) Stream undercutting hazards;
(c) Seismic hazards (referred to below as earthquake hazards); and
(d) Volcanic hazards.

Critical Aquifer
Recharge Areas

WAC 365‐190‐030 (3) "Critical aquifer recharge areas" are areas with a critical recharging effect
on aquifers used for potable water, including areas where an aquifer that is a source of drinking
water is vulnerable to contamination that would affect the potability of the water, or is
susceptible to reduced recharge.
YCC 16C.09.02 Designation. Critical aquifer recharge areas (CARAs) are those areas with a critical
recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water as defined by WAC 365‐190‐030(2). CARAs
are designated as critical areas. CARAs have prevailing geologic conditions associated with
infiltration rates that create a high potential for contamination of groundwater resources or
contribute significantly to the replenishment of groundwater. The following areas have been
identified based on local conditions.

 Wellhead protection areas, 2016. Displayed. Current
well data received from DOH.1
 County aquifer data set received (CARA Susceptibility
ratings per County guidance, Yakima County GIS).
Displayed.

(1) Wellhead Protection Areas. Wellhead protection areas shall be defined by the boundaries of
the ten‐year time of groundwater travel, or boundaries established using alternate criteria
approved by the Department of Health in those settings where groundwater time of travel is not
a reasonable delineation criterion, in accordance with WAC 246‐290‐135.
(2) Sole Source Aquifers. Sole source aquifers are areas that have been designated by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act.

1

Map to date depicts: Potential Wellhead Protection Zone: Using recommended area per State of Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas Guidance
Document. January 2005, Publication Number 05‐10‐028: https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/publications/0510028.pdf. The Department of Health indicates 1,000 foot is used in
their mapping sets for all Group B water systems, and any small Group A systems that have not calculated fixed radii or delineations for their sources. State law sets requirements for
wellhead protection area zones (WAC 246‐290‐130 and 246‐290‐135).
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Feature

Definition and Descriptions

Data Status, Notes, Limitations: April 2016

(3) Susceptible Groundwater Management Areas. Susceptible groundwater management areas
are areas that have been designated as moderately or highly vulnerable or susceptible in an
adopted groundwater management program developed pursuant to Chapter 173‐100 WAC.
(4) Special Protection Areas. Special protection areas are those areas defined by WAC 173‐200‐
090.
(5) Moderately or Highly Vulnerable Aquifer Recharge Areas. Aquifer recharge areas that are
moderately or highly vulnerable to degradation or depletion because of hydrogeologic
characteristics are those areas delineated by a hydrogeologic study prepared in accordance with
the State Department of Ecology guidelines.
(6) Moderately or Highly Susceptible Aquifer Recharge Areas. Aquifer recharge areas moderately
or highly susceptible to degradation or depletion because of hydrogeologic characteristics are
those areas meeting the criteria established by the State Department of Ecology.

Habitat Connectivity
In October 2016, the Work Group reviewed habitat connectivity maps based on Washington Connected Landscapes Project: Statewide Analysis,
December 2010, available: rwdfw.wa.gov/publications/01324/. There were additional studies in 2012 and 2013 specifically for the Columbia Plateau,
available here: http://waconnected.org/columbia‐plateau‐ecoregion/.

Key terms include:


01 Habitat Concentration Areas Cumulative Rating: Habitat concentration areas (HCAs) are defined as significant habitat areas that are expected or
known to be important for focal species based on survey data or habitat association modeling. HCAs provide locations from which to model linkages.
This raster layer was generated from a composite analysis of 11 focal species HCA centrality maps.



02 Linkage Centrality Cumulative Rating: Linkage centrality is a measure of how important particular linkages are for keeping a network connected.
Areas with high composite linkage centrality are places on the landscape that are part of highly central linkages for multiple focal species or areas
that are part of moderate to highly central linkages for multiple focal species.



03 Pinch Point Cumulative Constraint: Pinch‐points are “bottlenecks” where wildlife movement is funneled within linkages. Pinch‐point modeling
methods are based on electrical circuit theory. Locations where current is very strong are constrictions within linkages and represent areas most
vulnerable to being severed (see more at http://www.circuitscape.org /linkagemapper). Pinch‐points can be the result of both natural and human‐
made landscape features. This raster layer is a composite of linkage pinch‐point scores (i.e., current flow values) summed across 11 focal species.
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The composite linkage pinch‐point map highlights areas that either act as strong pinch‐points for a few focal species, or moderate to strong pinch‐
points for several species.



04 Pinch‐Point Number of Species: Pinch‐points are “bottlenecks” where wildlife movement is funneled within linkages. Pinch‐point modeling
methods are based on electrical circuit theory. Locations where current is very strong are constrictions within linkages and represent areas most
vulnerable to being severed (see more at http://www.circuitscape.org /linkagemapper). Pinch‐points can be the result of both natural and human‐
made landscape features. For this map the composite of linkage pinch‐points was developed by counting the number of focal species that had pinch‐
point scores in the top 50 percent of the species’ values at each location.



05 Barrier Impact/Restoration Improvement Score: Barriers are areas where landscape features impede wildlife movement between habitat
concentration areas (HCAs). Least‐cost modeling methods (see more athttp://www.circuitscape.org/linkagemapper) identify and rank barriers by
their impact and quantify the extent to which restoration may improve connectivity. Barriers may be partial or complete, and they may be natural
(e.g., rivers, cliffs) or human‐made (e.g., urban areas, highways, some types of agriculture). Not all barriers are restorable. This map shows the sum
of barrier impact/restoration scores across species. Each score reflects the percent reduction in corridor resistance per hectare restored. For
example, restoring 1 hectare across a barrier with a score of 1.0 would make a linkage 1% shorter measured in terms of total corridor resistance.



06 Barrier Impact/Number of Species at the Barrier: Barriers are areas where landscape features impede wildlife movement between habitat
concentration areas (HCAs). Least‐cost modeling methods (see more at http://www.circuitscape.org/linkagemapper) identify and rank barriers by
their impact and quantify the extent to which restoration may improve connectivity. Barriers may be partial or complete, and they may be natural
(e.g., rivers, cliffs) or human‐made (e.g., urban areas, highways, some types of agriculture). Not all barriers are restorable. This raster layer is a
composite of 11 focal species barrier layers. The cell value represented in this map is the number of focal species for the particular cell location.
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Appendix C.
Background Information, Other Plans, and Regulations |
August 2017
INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE
The work plan must include several items, including applicable existing water quality, watershed
management, farmland protection, and species recovery data and plans. These plans are a source of
potential objectives and strategies that can be incorporated into the VSP Plan and the individual VSP
“stewardship checklists” to be produced.
This appendix provides a high‐level summary of issues and strategies, intending to focus on those
relevant to critical areas, agriculture, and general watershed issues. For complete context and details on
the strategies, each plan should be consulted. This document is intended as a working document, which
will benefit from review and contributions of the VSP working group.
Yakima County includes portions of nine Water Resource Inventory Areas (WRIAs) (Table 1). Agricultural
uses are mapped as occurring in six of those WRIAs, as noted in Table 1. Uses are mapped most
intensively in WRIA 31‐Rock/Glade, WRIA 37‐Lower Yakima, WRIA 38‐Naches, and WRIA 39‐Upper
Yakima. Rangeland uses also occur in WRIA 40‐Alkali‐Squilchuck, and in WRIA 30 Klickitat in a limited
area. This document focuses on existing watershed plans and programs in the four WRIAs with the most
intensive agricultural uses, as well as WRIA 30‐Klickitat. Watershed plans for WRIA 40‐Alkali‐ Squilchuck
do not apply to the area of rangeland intersection in Yakima County. However, this appendix also
addresses plans and programs relevant to upland wildlife habitat, water quality, and farmland
preservation countywide.
Table 1.

Water Resource Inventory Areas and Presence of Agricultural Activities within Yakima
County

Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA)

Agriculture Activities Mapped (WSDA) in Yakima
County?

26‐ Cowlitz

No

27‐ Lewis

No

29‐ Wind/White Salmon

No

30‐ Klickitat

Yes (Rangelands)

31‐ Rock/Glade

Yes

37‐ Lower Yakima

Yes

38‐ Naches

Yes
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Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans

Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA)

Agriculture Activities Mapped (WSDA) in Yakima
County?

39‐Upper Yakima

Yes

40‐ Alkali‐Squilchuck

Yes (Rangelands)

The key functions associated with critical areas can be broken into four primary categories. These
include: water quantity, including flow and storage; water quality, which is defined by factors including
sediment, nutrients, temperature, bacteria, and other contaminants such as metals and chemicals;
habitat; and physical safety. The table below identifies how functions relate to each type of critical area
that intersects with agriculture. Tables 3‐5 summarizes issues, actions, and monitoring activities related
to surface and groundwater in each of the major basins. Table 6 summarizes issues, actions, and
monitoring activities identified in species recovery plans. Table 7 summarizes water quality plans from
Total Maximum Daily Loads. Only actions that intersect with agricultural activities are included in the
following tables.
Table 2.

Relationship between critical areas that intersect agriculture and key functions. Shaded
areas represent functions associated with each critical area.

Wetlands

1

Nutrients

Temperature

Bacteria

Contaminants

1

1

1

1

1

1

Physical
Safety

1

1

1

Geohazards

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas
Frequently Flooded Areas

August 2017

Habitat

Sediment

Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas
Streams
1
Habitat
 Sensitive, Threatened,
Endangered Species
 Priority Habitats and
Species

Water Quality

Storage

Flow

Water
Quantity

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
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WRIA 31‐ ROCK/GLADE WATERSHED
WATERSHED PLANS AND ASSOCIATED REPORTS
Lower Mid‐Columbia Sub‐Basin Plan (2004)
Rock/Glade Water Resource Inventory Area Watershed Management Plan (2008)
Level 1 Watershed Assessment WRIA 31 (2004)

Ag Viability

Issue

Physical Safety

Actions

Habitat

Watershed Plans for WRIA 31 Rock/Glade
Water Quality

Table 3.

Water Quantity





Monitoring

Implementation Status

SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER



Water Storage‐ Identify current and future water demands (both instream and out‐of‐
stream) and assess the feasibility of prospective storage projects to meet those demands
Water Rights‐ Educate water rights holders



Water rights‐ Establish water exchange

X

X



Conservation‐ Develop voluntary regional agreements and/or water trusts
Conservation‐ Develop incentives for water conservation
Conservation‐ Work with agencies to evaluate and develop policies that facilitate shifting
existing water rights to new areas that would support production of high value crops
Groundwater‐ Expand well monitoring program

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X



Reliable Water Supply





X

X

X

X






Groundwater and Surface
Water Quality
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Ecology monitors water
levels in wells
Reactivate flow gauges on
Glade Creek

Inventory nitrate
concentrations in all drinking
water sources
Develop a GIS database to
manage available
groundwater quality data




Pesticide contamination
evaluation (1992‐93)
Groundwater quality
characterization (1995)
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Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans

WRIA 37‐39, LOWER YAKIMA, NACHES, UPPER YAKIMA
WATERSHED PLANS AND ASSOCIATED REPORTS REVIEWED










Lower Yakima Valley Groundwater Quality Preliminary Assessment and Recommendations (2010)
Relation between Nitrate in Water Wells and Potential Sources in the Lower Yakima Valley, Washington (2013)
Yakima Bull Trout Action Plan (2012)
Yakima River Basin Integrated Water Resource Management Plan‐ Final programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, Benton, Kittitas, Klickitat, and Yakima Counties (2012)
Detailed Implementation Plan Yakima River Basin (2007)
Yakima River Basin Study Mainstem Floodplain Restoration Technical Memorandum (2011)
Yakima Steelhead Recovery (2009)
Yakima Subbasin Plan (Northwest Power and Conservation Council 2004)
Total Maximum Daily Load studies and implementation plans (see separate section below)

Table 4.

Watershed Plans for Yakima Basin (WRIA 37‐39)

X

Implementation Status

Ag Viability

X

Physical Safety

Habitat

Actions

Water Quality

Monitoring

Water Quantity

Issue

SURFACE WATER
Intact Habitat Subject to
Development Pressure

Degraded Watershed,
Instream, and Riparian
Conditions



Altered sediment
transport and
bed/bank stability

August 2017

Purchase, easement, and land‐use agreements to protect intact floodplain habitats and to secure
lands for restoration
Mainstem Yakima
 Protect 15,000 acres of shrub‐steppe habitat in the Yakima River canyon, including the valley
bottom and eastern slopes
Naches
 Protect intact floodplain habitats in Naches River mainstem above Tieton Confluence
 Protect Cowiche Creek watershed from increasing development pressure
 Protect Ahtanum Creek forest health and lessen development impacts on riparian areas


Basin‐wide
Installation of in‐channel LWD
 Riparian restoration
 Revegetation of clear‐cut and roads
 Road closure, relocation, and revegetation in forested and riparian areas
 Improve road drainage structures, inslope and/or outslope roads to reduce energy and sediment
routing. Close or relocate key roads. Provide technical assistance to private landowners. 
 Install fencing around key bull trout spawning habitat to reduce grazing impacts
 Construct off channel watering structures to reduce grazing impacts


X



X
X
X

X
X
X



X
X
X

X
X
X
X



X



X
X



X
X

Monitoring of protection
areas to ensure that habitat
benefits are maintained
Monitor population
productivity, abundance, and
life history and habitat
restoration

X
X







X
X
X
X





X



X
X
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Management and monitoring
activities on restoration
areas to ensure that the
ecological functions and
habitat benefits are
maintained
Monitor streambed sediment
composition
Monitor cattle exclusion
fencing and compliance



Ahtanum Creek Watershed
Restoration Plan (2005)
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Habitat conditions
support predation on
salmonids

Construct crossing structures for cattle
 Improve sediment transport capacity by modifying, replacing, and/or removing irrigation dams.
Consolidate diversions at upstream diversion points.
 Redesign bypass outfalls and/or alter pool structure to reduce predation susceptibility
Mainstem Yakima
 Restore mainstem and side channel habitats in the Union Gap reach
 Protect and restore mainstem and floodplain habitats below Sunnyside Dam
Naches
 Improve sediment transport in lower Naches River
 Improve channel conditions at the mouth of Nile Creek
 Improve riparian, floodplain, and temperature conditions in Cowiche Creek
 Restore Oak Creek habitat
 Ahtanum Creek Watershed Restoration Program
o Reduce livestock impacts on Ahtanum Creek riparian areas
Satus and Toppenish




Continue improving management of cattle and improve management of feral horses

Toppenish
 Continue leases, purchase, and management of riparian areas
Disconnected Floodplain
Function and Simplified
Channels

August 2017

Basin‐wide
 Restore beaver populations
 Improve recruitment of cottonwoods
 Reduce constrictions through levee removal/reconfiguration, bridge replacement, and road
relocation. Locate new roads away from streams.
 Where hydrology of riparian zones and wetlands is altered by irrigation conveyance or return,
separate the irrigation system from the watercourse
 Maximize natural retention of flow in basin by restoring hydrologic/hyporheic connectivity and
increasing floodplain area where it has been artificially reduced
 Restore and protect side channels and springbrooks
Yakima Mainstem
 Selah Reach (Roza Dam to Selah Gap)
o Protect approximately 30 acres of riparian lands through easements to retain side channel
area and process
o Protect and restore the connection with Wenas Creek
o Remove levee and connect lower pond at Selah Gap
 Gap to Gap Reach (Selah Gap to Union Gap)
o Install large woody debris in 6.5 miles of instream habitat and restore approximately 60
acres of riparian habitat to protect the connection with Ahtanum Creek



X

X



X



X



X
X






X



Implementation Status

Ag Viability

Physical Safety

Water Quality

Actions

Habitat

Monitoring

Water Quantity

Issue

X

X
X
X
X



X

X



X

X

X



X

X

X



X

X
X



X

X



X
X


X
X



X



X
X
X
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Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans

o Retain or expand side channel area and process by restoring 3 miles of new side channels
and 3.7 miles of levee and dike setbacks
 Wapato Reach
o Extend spring and summer period of side channel connection
o Protect or acquire approximately 5,100 acres, including privately owned land in the active
channel zone
o Increase frequency and size of cottonwood recruitment events
o Install five engineered rootwads in 25 miles of instream habitat and restore approximately
1,000 acres of riparian habitat to protect function and extent of riverine wetlands in lower
portion of reach and habitat complexity in main and side channels
Naches
 Naches Reach (Tieton confluence to State Route 12)
o Install large woody debris in 2 miles of instream habitat to enhance connection with Tieton
River and restore sediment transport processes
o Provide approximately 320 acres of riparian restoration to improve side channel area and
processes
o Restore natural water regime, where possible
o Protect riparian lands and floodplain through 1,000 acres of easements and acquisitions
o Reconnect floodplain and provide for channel migration and associated habitat
improvements through 1.25 miles of levee setbacks
 Lower Naches Reach (State Route 12 to Yakima Mainstem)

X



Fish Passage Barriers and
Entrainment (non‐
reservoir‐related)

August 2017

Rehabilitate alluvial fan and downstream floodplain of Toppenish Creek

Basin‐wide
 Adequately screen all water diversions

Ag Viability

Implementation Status

X



X

X
X
X
X



X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X



o Retain or expand side channel area and process by excavating the existing Ranney Well and
lower Cowiche Creek and relocating Fruitvale and Old Union diversions to the Nelson Dam
diversion
o Restore floodplain and sediment transport processes and natural water regime by opening
side channel and restoring approximately 20 acres of riparian habitat
o Protect and restore the connection with Cowiche Creek
 Improve sediment transport at Rattlesnake Creek/Naches confluence
 Ahtanum Creek floodplain and side channel restoration
 Restore side channels and floodplain of Upper Naches River
Satus
 Reconnect Satus Creek floodplain
Toppenish

Physical Safety

Water Quality

Actions

Habitat

Monitoring

Water Quantity

Issue

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X





X

Monitor effectiveness of
screening
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Screening of agricultural
diversions
Irrigation efficiencies
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Improve efficiency of irrigation distribution systems and on farm use to reduce false attraction
flows
 Continue long‐term restoration and removal of obstructions to spawning habitat, side channels,
and lower ends of tributaries.
 Culvert and bridge replacement (multiple sites)
 Design irrigation diversions that will remain stable and functioning over long periods
Mainstem Yakima
 Reduce adult attraction to flows in Sulphur Creek & Roza Wasteways
Toppenish
 Replace undersized crossing culvert in Toppenish Creek
 Complete passage and screening projects in Simcoe Creek


Altered Flow Conditions
and Need for Reliable
Water Source

August 2017

Basin‐wide
 Structural and operational changes to reservoirs
 Increase irrigation efficiency
 Increase irrigation water delivery efficiency
 Purchase land and/or water rights from willing sellers
 Utilize Trust Water Rights Program to improve instream flows
 Facilitate water transfers
 Use fish‐friendly water level control structures (grade control devices, spillways, etc.) to mimic
normative conditions in regulated streams
 Construct re‐regulation reservoirs in irrigation distribution systems to reduce spill and rapid
changes in diversion rates
 Shallow aquifer recharge in late winter/early spring to reduce dry season withdrawals
Mainstem Yakima
 Improve flows below Parker through irrigation system improvements
 Improve hydrograph through artificial storage and/or Columbia River water transfer
Naches
 Modify flip‐flop flow regime and improve winter flows below storage dams
 Increase instream flows in lower Rattlesnake Creek
 Reduce irrigation diversions from Cowiche Creek
 Protect instream flow improvements in Ahtanum Creek
 Develop off‐channel storage in Ahtanum Creek
 Improve efficiency and consolidate diversions through Wapatox Canal Improvements
 Enlarge Bumping Lake reservoir to 190,000 acre‐feet
Satus
 Reroute North Drain to address return flow issues in lower Satus Creek

X

X



X



X

X
X



Implementation Status

Ag Viability

Physical Safety

Water Quality

Actions

Habitat

Monitoring

Water Quantity

Issue

X

X
X
X
X


X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X



Model tradeoffs between
improvements in distribution
system efficiency, on‐farm
management, and
management of diversions
themselves to reduce flow
fluctuations
Conduct feasibility study for
Columbia River transfer and
periodically evaluate need
for additional supplies



Irrigation efficiencies

X

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting
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Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans

Improve Satus East and West Laterals to address return flow issues
Toppenish
 Elevate Marion Drain to restore Toppenish Creek flows and water quality
 Further reduce diversions by improved water management
 Remove irrigation spills and returns from Toppenish and Simcoe Creeks


Water Quality Impairments






Eutrophication and
invasive aquatic
vegetation
Elevated instream
temperatures
Elevated Fine Sediment
Load
Other contaminants

Implementation Status

Ag Viability

Physical Safety

Water Quality

Actions

Habitat

Monitoring

Water Quantity

Issue

X
X
X
X

Basin‐wide
 Reduce nutrients in areas of eutrophication and characterize ecology of invasive aquatic
vegetation
 Increase nutrient source control and management
 Continue on‐farm irrigation and soil erosion BMPs to reduce sediment input to the drain
network; install sediment traps and grade controls; and manage spill
Mainstem Yakima
 Improve quality of irrigation return flows

X
X




X



X



X



X



X

Continue to monitor
temperature in all bull trout
streams
Increase technical assistance
support and monitoring of
water quality



Soil and groundwater testing
are ongoing in the LYGMA





Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs) pending and adopted
throughout several
watercourses in Yakima
County (see table below)
Agricultural BMPs

GROUNDWATER
Elevated nitrates in
residential wells in the
Lower Yakima
Groundwater Management
Area (LYGMA)

August 2017

Mainstem Yakima
 Control nitrogen sources (manure and commercial fertilizer) from agricultural facilities
 Ensure safe drinking water for residential communities




X
X

X
X

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting

Lower Yakima Groundwater
Advisory Committee is
working to prevent
groundwater contamination
and protect residents
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WRIA 30 ‐ KLICKITAT
WATERSHED PLANS AND ASSOCIATED REPORTS REVIEWED
Recovery Plan for the Klickitat River Population of the Middle Columbia River Steelhead Distinct Population Segment (2009)
Klickitat Subbasin Plan (2004)
Klickitat Subbasin Anadromous Fishery Master Plan (2004)
Klickitat Basin (WRIA 30) Watershed Management Plan (2005)

Ag Viability

Actions

Physical Safety

Issue

Habitat

Watershed Plans for WRIA 30 Klickitat
Water Quality

Table 5.

Water Quantity






Monitoring

Implementation Status

SURFACE WATER



Degraded Watershed,
Instream, and Riparian
Conditions







August 2017

Implement rotational grazing strategies that promote riparian recovery.
Plant native riparian vegetation and promote understory structure.
Control non‐native, invasive species
Restore complex stream channels in areas degraded by overgrazing
Harden fords for livestock crossings of streams
Install stream fencing
Install off‐stream watering sources

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting



Past Yakima Nation projects
for instream restoration and
grazing management

X
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Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans

ALL BASINS‐ UPLAND WILDLIFE HABITAT
REPORTS REVIEWED
Arid Lands Initiative (2014)
Washington Connected Landscapes (2010, 2012, 2013)
Greater Sage Grouse Recovery Plan (2004)
Western Gray Squirrel Recovery Plan (2007)
Wolf Conservation and Management Plan (2011)
Klickitat Subbasin Plan (2004)
Yakima Subbasin Plan (Northwest Power and Conservation Council 2004)
Lower Mid‐Columbia Sub‐Basin Plan (2004)

HABITAT CONNECTIVITY
Habitat

Loss/Fragmentation

in Columbia Plateau



MONTANE WETLANDS
Incompatible
Livestock Grazing






X
X

August 2017

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting

X

X
X
X

X
INTERIOR RIPARIAN WETLANDS
 Increase quality and quantity of habitat for yellow warblers and Lewis' woodpecker
Habitat Loss and
 Provide suitable habitat for beaver where they were historically found
Fragmentation
 Reintroduce beaver where/when appropriate
 Reduce mortality of food base (insects), needed by yellow warblers, from chemical applications
Reduced food base
for yellow warblers
 Use alternative control measures for undesirable species in riparian buffers
OAK CONIFER HABITATS
 Evaluate the feasibility and need for reintroductions in other parts of the historic range of western gray squirrels in Washington,
Habitat
including Oak Creek and Wenas Creek Wildlife Areas
Loss/Fragmentation
 Develop and refine statewide maps of suitable habitat within the western gray squirrel range in Washington

Implementation Status

X
X

Maintain and restore the integrity of existing large blocks of native habitat and the linkages that connect them
Restore and expand the complex linkages that transform bands of connected habitat into a comprehensive network spanning
the Columbia Plateau in Washington and beyond
Restore and expand key linkages that may be degraded or unlikely to be resilient to environmental change
Test innovative approaches to simultaneously achieve production and conservation objectives, based on increased
understanding of the connectivity value of agricultural lands
Integrate conservation of connectivity for terrestrial vertebrates with conservation of aquatic systems
With willing landowners, use purchase, lease or easement methods to protect montane wetlands
Work with agencies, permit holders and landowners to modify or purchase grazing leases in identified areas
Work with the appropriate agencies and/or landowners to implement controlled burns and/or vegetation management
measures in meadows suffering from tree encroachment
Where feasible, build and/or maintain fencing to allow for restoration for wetland sites

Monitoring
Ag Viability

Actions

Physical Safety

Issues

Habitat

Wildlife Habitat Plans in Yakima County
Water Quality

Table 6.

Water Quantity










X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

Inventory existing and
potential wildlife
habitat

X
X
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Protect essential squirrel habitat through easements, cooperative agreements, and acquisitions

X



Protect habitat by reducing the risk of catastrophic wildfires

X

 Encourage and facilitate habitat enhancement on public and private lands
SHRUB STEPPE/INTERIOR GRASSLANDS (Greater Sage Grouse, Ferruginous Hawk)
Habitat
 Purchase easements or fee title from interested landowners to maintain and enhance landscape connectivity between large
Loss/Fragmentation
shrub steppe lands
 Provide economic and other incentives to maintain and enhance landscape connectivity between large shrub steppe lands
 Protect key locations of intact microbiotic crust through fencing and protection from off‐road vehicle use
Displacement of
Native Vegetation
with Non‐Native
Vegetation
Reduction in Age
Class, or Complete
Loss, of Shrub Steppe
Vegetation from Fire

Monitoring

X

X
X

Conduct/complete
habitat suitability
assessments for sage
grouse

X
X




Implement restoration techniques to control existing and prevent future invasive species encroachment
Restore native plant communities

X
X

X



Reduce sources of introduction of nonnative seed

X

X









Develop and implement fire management plans on public lands to prevent catastrophic destruction of sage‐grouse habitat.
Restore more natural fire cycles to increase mean age class of shrub steppe and restore areas of complete shrub loss where it
has been altered by fire
Work with local fire managers to protect shrub‐steppe important to sage‐grouse.
Reduce amounts of cheatgrass
In areas of inappropriate grazing, improve vegetation and microbiotic crusts
Provide economic and other incentives to implement livestock management strategies
Avoid inappropriate grazing of livestock through rotational grazing regimes

X
X
X
X
X

X
X



Implement rotational grazing strategies that are seasonally compatible with native plant communities

X

X



Maintain current ephemeral wetlands in natural condition and where possible restore disturbed areas to natural function

X

X

X





Create inventory of historical and current locations of ephemeral wetlands
Augment or support conservation oriented farm programs
Translocate sage grouse individuals from healthy populations into areas where suitable habitat has been identified

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Limited spatial and
genetic diversity of
sage grouse
populations
Sage grouse
disturbance during



Avoid persistent disturbance activities within 2 km of leks between the hours of 1800 and 0900 during February‐April

X



Protect nesting and brood rearing areas from disturbance between 1 March and 15 June

X

August 2017
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X

X
X

Loss of Habitat
Quality

Loss of Ephemeral
Wetlands

Implementation Status

Ag Viability

Physical Safety

Habitat

Actions

Water Quantity

Issues

Water Quality

Appendices B to H | Page 18





Inventory
existing and
potential habitat
for priority
species
Conduct annual
lek counts for
greater sage
grouse (WDFW)
Conduct surveys
for new leks
(WDFW)
Collect and
maintain data to
estimate sage
grouse
population size
and trends
(WDFW)

X

Monitor changes in
sage‐grouse habitat
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key life history
periods



Minimize proliferation of perch sites for avian predators (i.e. poles and fences) except where needed to maintain livestock

X




Minimize or eliminate exposure of sage‐grouse to organophosphate insecticides
Ensure compatibility of grazing management on public lands managed for sage‐grouse (i.e. light grazing pressure, seasonally
rotated, periodically deferred, and responsive to drought)
Work with interested landowners to protect the most important sage‐grouse habitat on private land through easements and
acquisitions
Facilitate and promote the use of incentives, such as Farm Bill conservation programs, to benefit sage‐grouse

X
X

Facilitate management of agricultural and range lands that is compatible with the conservation of sage‐grouse
o Promote the protection of remnant areas of native shrub‐steppe
o Work with interested range managers to retain residual perennial grass cover and associated forb and shrub communities;
discourage additional wells for livestock unless it will benefit sage grouse, discourage removal of sage brush within 3 km of leks,
and establish grass banks for alternative range during droughts
o Promote agricultural practices that use fewer chemicals
 Establish spatial and temporal buffers around ferruginous hawk nests

X





Ferruginous hawk
disturbance during
key life history
periods



Provide natural and artificial structures for nesting and perching



Minimize and mitigate effects of converting land to agriculture




Develop and implement a comprehensive program to manage wolf‐livestock conflicts in cooperation with livestock producers
Maintain and restore habitat connectivity for wolves in Washington

Monitoring

Implementation Status

Ag Viability

Physical Safety

Habitat

Actions

Water Quantity

Issues

Water Quality

Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans

X

X

X

X

X

through remote
sensing and mapping.

GRAY WOLF
Wolf‐livestock
interactions

August 2017

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting
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X
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TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOADS
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) monitor water quality, identify contaminant sources, establish water quality targets, identify load
allocations, and develop implementation plans. Only point source pollutants are regulated through water quality‐based effluent limitations in
TMDLs. Non‐point source pollutants are addressed through voluntary measures through education, outreach, and individual and cooperative
implementation of water quality improvement projects. The following table identifies TMDLs that are approved or under development in Yakima
County.
Table 7.

Pending and established Total Maximum Daily Loads in Yakima County
Waterbody Name

Pollutant(s)

Status

WRIA 37‐ Lower Yakima
Granger Drain

Fecal Coliform






Griffin Lake

Total Phosphorus

Yakima River, Mid Basin Tributaries
o Moxie Drain
o Wide Hollow



Yakima River

Toxics



Fecal Coliform
Temperature

Unknown





Lower Yakima River

Turbidity




August 2017

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting

EPA approved (2002)
Agricultural BMPs in Granger Drain
reduced fecal coliform levels by 83%
from 1995 to 2013
Full compliance anticipated by 2016
Under development
Draft Implementation Plan (2015)
Under development
Technical Study (2010)
EPA approved (1998)
Water quality policy, water quality
monitoring program, and financing on‐
farm irrigation upgrades significantly
reduced suspended sediment and DDT
loading to the Yakima River
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Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans
Waterbody Name

Pollutant(s)

Status

WRIA 38‐ Naches
Upper Naches River
Cowiche Creek

Temperature






Selah Ditch



Fecal Coliform
Temperature




EPA approved (2010)
Implementation strategy established
EPA approved (2006)
Implementation strategy established

Tieton and Lower Naches Rivers

Temperature

Unknown

Yakima River, Mid Basin Tributaries

Fecal Coliform




 Cowiche Creek

Under development
Draft Implementation Plan (2015)

WRIA 39‐ Upper Yakima
Yakima River, Upper

August 2017

Temperature

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting

Submitted to EPA for approval (2016)
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FARMLAND PRESERVATION
A 2004 Department of Community Trade and Economic Development Report reviewed threats and alternatives for agricultural preservation. It
evaluated conditions in Chelan, Lewis, King, and Yakima Counties. Although the report pre‐dates the development of VSP, the issues and many
of the potential solutions remain relevant to farmland preservation today. Issues, recommendations, and implementation status (where known)
applicable to Yakima County are included in Table 7, below.
Table 7.

Agricultural viability issues, potential actions, and implementation status.

Issue




Actions

Conversion of Agriculture
Land to Other Uses
Speculative Buying, Taking
Land Out of Production
Fragmentation of
Agricultural Land Base















Incompatible Adjacent
Uses
Lawsuits



Regulations








Water Rights
Irrigation

August 2017



Develop Program for Land Banking, Selling, and Leasing Farmland
Enact or Continue Purchase of Development Rights Programs on County or State
Basis
Use Transfer of Development Rights, Density Bonuses, and Clustering
Promote Development Within UGA
Downzone Agricultural Lands
Allow Accessory or Commercial Uses on Farms
Provide Funding for Agriculture Infrastructure
Fund Endowment to Support Research Grants
Create or Support Training Programs for New Farmers
Support WSU Extension Service Programs Financially

Implementation
Status

Growth
Management
Act promotes
development
intensity in
UGAs

Adapt and Update Right‐to‐Farm Laws (protection from nuisance lawsuits)
Transitional space between Development Adjacent to Agriculture



Employ alternative to local regulations
Provide regulatory certainty



See Table 1

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting

VSP under
development
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Related Watershed Management, Species Recovery, Water Quality, and Farmland Preservation Plans
Issue







Actions

Operation costs
o Taxes
o Financing
o Seasonal worker
housing
o Wages
o Transportation



Global Economy
Changing International
Markets
Consolidation of Buyers
Access to Markets



August 2017








Address Appraisal Practices
Expand Open Space Tax Incentive Programs to Agriculture Structures and
Improvements; Provide Other Tax Incentives
Fund Farm Ombudsman Position
Address Need for Temporary Housing for Farm Workers

Implementation
Status



Agricultural
Current Use
Taxation



Federal loan
program to
assist in
infrastructure

Develop Coordinated Statewide Agriculture Economic Development Policy
Encourage Consumer Support of Local Agriculture
Develop Demonstration Farms for Testing New Products

Prepared by The Watershed Company in assoc. with BERK Consulting
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Appendix D.
Existing Regulations and Voluntary Programs |
August 2017
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
CLEAN WATER ACT (CWA)
Section 303: Water Quality Standards and Implementation Plan
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act established a process to identify and clean up polluted waters.
Under the authority of Section 303 of the Clean Water Act, states establish water quality standards,
identify impaired waters, and develop total maximum daily loads (TMDLs). TMDLs can be used to
address water quality impairments through regulatory (for point source) or non‐regulatory (for non‐
point source) mechanisms.
See also Washington State RCW 90.48 below.
Section 402: National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
NPDES Permits are required to authorize point‐source discharges of pollutants into a receiving body.
Ecology is authorized by EPA to administer NPDES permits. NPDES permits are not required for most
agricultural activities, as they are non‐point sources of pollutants. Agricultural stormwater discharges
and return flows from irrigated agriculture are specifically exempted from NPDES permit requirements.
NPDES permits are required for concentrated animal feed operations (CAFOs). NPDES permits assure
discharges comply with state water quality, sediment quality, and resource protection standards.
A 2011 federal general NPDES permit restricts pesticide application near waterbodies; a draft 2016
general permit for pesticide applications is under review.
A general NPDES permit for CAFOs was issued in 2006 and expired in 2011. A draft general NPDES
permit for CAFOs is under development.
Section 404: Discharge of Dredged and Fill Material
Normal farming, silviculture, and ranching practices such as plowing, cultivating, minor drainage, and
harvesting for the production of food, fiber, and forest products, or upland soil and water conservation
practices are generally exempt from Section 404.
Activities that convert a wetland that has not been used for farming or forestry into such uses are not
considered part of an established operation, and are not exempt. Additionally, activities that result in a
"reduction in reach/impairment of flow or circulation" of waters of the United States are not exempt.
Where direct impacts occur to wetlands from these non‐exempt activities, compensatory mitigation is
required.

August 2017
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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
APPENDIX‐ EXISTING REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS
Section 401‐ Water Quality Certification
Where a federal permit is required, a Section 401 water quality certification from Washington
Department of Ecology is also required. Issuance of a 401 Certification means that Ecology has
reasonable assurance that the applicant's project will comply with state water quality standards and
other aquatic resources protection requirements under Ecology's authority.
Other provisions of the CWA
Other provisions of the Clean Water Act apply to the following, which may apply to some agricultural
activities in Yakima County:







Underground injection
Small Drinking Water Systems
Oil Pollution Prevention
Spill Prevention Control and countermeasures
Facility response plan

RIVERS AND HARBORS ACT SECTION 10
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act requires that regulated activities conducted below the Ordinary
High Water (OHW) elevation of navigable waters of the United States be permitted by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. Regulated activities include the placement/removal of structures, work involving
dredging, disposal of dredged material, filling, excavation, or any other disturbance of soils/sediments or
modification of a navigable waterway. In Yakima County, the Yakima River is considered a navigable
water.

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT (ESA) SECTION 9 AND SECTION 7
ESA prohibits the “take” of species listed as threatened or endangered. For projects involving federal
funding, action, or approval, consultation with the National Marine Fisheries Service and/or US Fish and
Wildlife Service is required for projects with the potential to affect listed species.

FEDERAL INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, AND RODENTICIDE ACT (FIFRA)
FIFRA regulates pesticide usage, storage, and disposal in accordance with label use restrictions and
registration requirements to prevent unreasonable risks to human health and the environment.
Under the authorization of this act, the EPA has banned the use of certain pesticides and limited the use
of others. The EPA is currently studying the effects of the organophosphates chlorpyrifos, diazinon, and
malathion on federally listed species.
The EPA recently proposed a plan to prohibit the use of pesticides that are toxic to bees when crops are
in bloom and bees are under contract for pollination services. Risk assessments of three other
neonicotinoid pesticides are due by the end of 2016. The plan also recommends that states and tribes
develop pollinator protection plans and best management practices.

August 2017
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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
APPENDIX‐ EXISTING REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (USDA) FARM BILL (SWAMPBUSTER)
Per the 2014 Farm Bill, in order to maintain eligibility for US Department of Agriculture funding
programs, participants must certify that they have not produced crops on converted wetlands after
December 23, 1985, and did not convert a wetland after November 28, 1990, to make agricultural
production possible. Additionally, producers must certify that they will not Plant or produce an
agricultural commodity on highly erodible land without following an NRCS approved conservation plan
or system.

MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT
This act makes it illegal for anyone to “take” any migratory bird, or the parts, nests, or eggs of such a
bird, except under the terms of a valid permit.

WASHINGTON STATE REGULATIONS
AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING‐ RCW TITLE 15
Washington Pesticide Control Act (15.58.020 RCW)
Regulates the formulation, distribution, storage, transportation, and disposal of any pesticide and the
dissemination of accurate scientific information as to the proper use, or nonuse, of any pesticide in the
interest of maintaining a high level of public health and welfare both immediate and future.
Fertilizer Bulk Storage and Operational Area Containment Rules (16‐201 WAC)
Regulates the primary and secondary containment of liquid bulk fertilizers; operational area
containment of liquid bulk fertilizers; dry bulk fertilizer storage and handling; backflow prevention;
fertilizer spills; maintenance, inspection and recordkeeping requirements; and spill response plan.

ANIMALS AND LIVESTOCK‐ RCW TITLE 16
Range areas (16.24)
Establishes rules for range areas, including county authority to establish restricted range areas.
Fences (16.60 RCW)
Regulates the type of fence, erection, removal, value, damages to and from fences.

WEEDS, RODENTS, AND PESTS‐ RCW TITLE 17
Noxious weeds‐ Control Boards (17.10 RCW)
Establishes state and regional noxious weed control board. Establishes owner’s duty to eradicate all
class A noxious weeds and to control and prevent the spread of all class B noxious weeds.
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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
APPENDIX‐ EXISTING REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS
Washington Pesticide Application Act (17.21 RCW)
Regulates the use and application of pesticides for protection of public health and welfare. Chemigation
and fertigation rules are found under WAC 16‐202.

FISH AND WILDLIFE‐ RCW TITLE 77
Prevention and Suppression of Disease and Pests (77.12.455 RCW)
The Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission can prohibit any activity which may result in the
transmission of a disease or pest that might affect fish.
Wildlife Damage (77.36 RCW)
Allows landowners and their representatives to trap or kill wildlife that is threatening human safety or
causing property damage on that property subject to specific standards. This provision is implemented
under 232‐36 WAC.
Hydraulic Code (77.55 RCW)
The Hydraulic Code gives the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) the authority to
review, condition, and approve or deny “any construction activity that will use, divert, obstruct, or
change the bed or flow of any of the salt or fresh waters of the State.” These activities may include
stream alteration, culvert installation or replacement, pier and bulkhead repair or construction, among
others. In a permit called a Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA), WDFW can condition projects to avoid,
minimize, restore, and compensate for adverse impacts.
77.55 RCW does not apply to wholly artificial waterways, so long as they were not historically
constructed from natural wetlands or streams.

FLOOD CONTROL‐ RCW TITLE 86
Floodplain Management (86.16 RCW)
Statewide floodplain management regulation shall be exercised through: (1) Local governments'
administration of the national flood insurance program (NFIP), (2) the establishment of minimum state
requirements for floodplain management that equal the minimum federal requirements for the NFIP,
and (3) the issuance of regulatory orders.

IRRIGATION‐ RCW TITLE 87
Establishes and regulates irrigation and districts.

WATER RIGHTS – ENVIRONMENT‐ RCW TITLE 90
Water Code (90.03 RCW)
Establishes water rights appropriation standards and procedures. Water use is subject to the "first in
time, first in right" clause.
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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
APPENDIX‐ EXISTING REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS
Water resources in the Yakima Basin are fully appropriated. The Yakima River Basin is in the
final stages of a 40-year process of basin-wide surface water adjudication. This general
adjudication establishes the extent, validity, and priority of existing water rights, including

minimum instream flow.
No general adjudication of water rights has occurred in the Columbia River. Nevertheless, waters of the
Columbia River in the Lake Umatilla and Wallula reaches are legally used for a variety of purposes,
including irrigation, hydroelectric power production, navigation, fish passage, wildlife, recreation,
industrial, and municipal uses. Minimum instream flows are established based on the time of year in
Lakes Umatilla and Wallula per WAC 173‐563‐040.
Regulation of Public Groundwaters (90.44 RCW)
The groundwater permit exemption allows the users of small quantities of groundwater to construct
wells and develop their water supplies without first obtaining a water right permit from Ecology.
Agricultural exceptions to the permit requirement for withdrawals of groundwater apply to:



Providing water for livestock (no gallon per day limit).
Providing water for industrial purposes, including irrigation (limited to 5,000 gallons per day but no
acre limit).

A recent Washington State Supreme Court Ruling (Whatcom County, Hirst v: Western Washington
Growth Management Hearings Board 2016) clarified that local government is responsible to ensure that
the cumulative effect of exempt wells does not reduce flows below established minimum instream flow.
90.48 RCW Water Pollution Control
The federal CWA requires all states to restore their waters to be “fishable and swimmable.” The state
Water Pollution Control Act’s policy statement sets the goal of maintaining “the highest possible
standards to insure the purity of all waters of the state.” The State standards implement portions of the
CWA by specifying the designated and potential uses of water bodies. They set water quality criteria to
protect those uses. The standards also contain policies to protect high quality waters (antidegradation)
and in many cases specify how criteria are to be implemented. State water pollution law prohibits the
discharge of any polluting matter into the surface or groundwater of the state, and requires “the use of
all known available and reasonable methods … to prevent and control the pollution of the waters of the
state of Washington.” Additionally, the water quality standards establish the basis for a water quality
based approach to regulating waters that fail to meet water quality standards despite the use of effluent
limitations and other pollution control requirements.
See: Ecology Publication Number 13‐10‐030 The Voluntary Stewardship Program and Clean Water at:
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/publications/1310030.pdf, and
http://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=90.48.
Dairy Nutrient Management (90.64 RCW)
Requires all dairy producers, regardless of size to prepare and implement a dairy nutrient management
plan, register with WSDA, and participate in a program of regular inspections and compliance. The
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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
APPENDIX‐ EXISTING REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS
Department of Ecology is responsible for developing and maintaining a standard protocol for water
quality monitoring of the waters of the state within the vicinity of dairies and CAFOs.
Family Farm Water Act (90.66 RCW)
This act gives priority water right status to irrigation of family farms.

SHORELINE MANAGEMENT ACT (SMA) (RCW 90.58 AND WAC 173‐18 THROUGH 173‐
27)
The SMA requires cities and counties to prepare Shoreline Master Programs (SMPs). In shoreline
jurisdiction (at minimum, within 200 feet of the ordinary high water mark of “shorelines of the state”),
both the local county SMP and VSP will apply. Ongoing agricultural activities are not subject to the
provisions of the SMP. SMP regulations apply to new or expanded agricultural activities on non‐
agricultural land; conversion of agricultural land to other uses; and non‐agricultural activities on
agricultural land.
The SMP does not need to incorporate the VSP work plan. The SMP cannot limit or modify agricultural
activities as defined in the SMA (essentially existing, ongoing agriculture). The VSP should apply
wherever agriculture and critical areas exist inside or outside of shoreline jurisdiction when applied to
existing ongoing agriculture. SMP regulations do not change with a VSP, and apply the same as before.
See: http://scc.wa.gov/wp‐content/uploads/2017/02/VSP‐and‐SMP‐memo.Feb‐2017.pdf

ECOLOGY RULES
Regulates water rights, water use and flow levels, water pollution, nutrient management, wetlands
mitigation, shoreline management, aquatic rehabilitation, and Columbia River basin waters.
Chapter 173‐200 WAC ‐ Water quality standards for groundwaters of the state of Washington
Regulates groundwater water quality and application of best management practices (BMPs) to comply
with water quality regulations under the federal Clean Water Act.
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=173‐200
Chapter 173‐201A Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of Washington
Regulates surface water quality and application of best management practices (BMPs) to comply with
water quality regulations under the federal Clean Water Act.
http://app.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=173‐201A

COUNTY REGULATIONS
See County Code at: http://www.codepublishing.com/WA/YakimaCounty/.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE
Title 19 provides zoning standards that direct uses, building bulk, scale, and location, and other design
considerations.
August 2017
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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
APPENDIX‐ EXISTING REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

RIGHT TO FARM‐
Chapter 6.22 Public Nuisances – Rights of Farmers
This provision protects agricultural activities being found as a public nuisance when they are conducted
consistent with generally accepted agricultural and management practices.

FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT
YCC Chapter 16C.05 defines flood hazard areas, allowable uses, protection standards, and permit
administration.

VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS
Agricultural producers participate in numerous voluntary industry programs that may contribute to the
protection or enhancement of critical areas. It is important to note that these programs are dynamic and
influenced by changing federal regulations, industry norms, and market conditions.

GLOBAL G.A.P. is a voluntary certification program for agricultural producers around the world. The
program encourages use of safe and sustainable agricultural practices. Specific certification
requirements include waste management protocols and the development of wildlife and habitat
conservation plans, though the measures are broadly stated.

SAFE QUALITY FOOD INSTITUTE (SQF‐I) provides certification in food safety and quality. The
code includes requirements for several relevant good agricultural and livestock practices including water
management, the storage of hazardous chemicals, soil management and use of fertilizers, and waste
disposal.

PRIMUSLABS GAP provides tools and audit programs (checklists) to support good agricultural
practices relating to site selection, adjacent land use, fertilizer usage, water sourcing and usage, pest
control and pesticide monitoring, and harvesting practices.

USDA HARMONIZED PRODUCE GAPS consist of audit checklists to ensure food safety standards.
Relevant topics include water quality and chemical use.

VINEWISE: Vinewise is an online, interactive guide of business and viticulture topics created by and for
Washington State wine grape growers and vintners to determine and assess their current viticulture
management practices against industry standards of sustainability. A three‐part format of checklists,
self‐assessment evaluation forms, and action plans for grape growers and vintners, covering specific
sustainable viticulture and business topics.
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Appendix E. Agriculture Inventory
Washington State Department of Agriculture 2017
Crop Type
Alfalfa Hay
Alfalfa Seed
Alfalfa/Grass Hay
Alkali Bee Bed
Allium
Apple
Apricot
Artichoke
Asparagus
Barley
Barley Hay
Bean, Dry
Bean, Green
Blueberry
Bluegrass Seed
Caneberry
Cantaloupe
Carrot Seed
Cherry
Chestnut
Christmas Tree
Clover Seed
Conifer Seed
Corn Seed
Corn, Field
Corn, Sweet
CRP/Conservation
Cucumber
Developed
Dill
Driving Range
Fallow
Fescue Seed
Golf Course
Grape, Juice
Grape, Table
Grape, Unknown
Grape, Wine
Grass Hay
Green Manure
Hops
Iris
Marijuana
Market Crops
Mint
Nectarine/Peach
Nursery, Greenhouse

2011
Acres
21,895
136
5,913
50,175
482
16
2,585
573
770
16
101
189
134
15
182
10,510
17
7
35
30
45,685
826
36,998
198
2,971
1,609
18
12,464
778
14,512
5,580
5,077
276
23,933
18
1,067
9,401
1,900
9

2015
Acres
25,937
615
4,731
2
50,797
532
1,800
132
213
534
53
398
147
16
36
10,380
17
11
178
34
46,753
894
39,523
71
2,839
1,117
8
15,296
14
412
13,175
1
2
5,910
6,599
121
28,354
3
1,624
10,916
1,737
1

2016
Acres
26,147
612
4,481
25
2
50,903
516
1,913
99
372
289
77
403
36
20
448
10,667
17
11
190
136
47,201
1,418
39,656
38
3,847
1,128
35
17,353
14
776
12,824
1
2
6,150
6,485
121
31,265
3
19
1,916
10,270
1,684
1

Crop Type
Nursery, Lavender
Nursery,
Orchard/Vineyard
Nursery, Ornamental
Nursery, Silviculture
Oat
Oat Hay
Onion
Orchard, Unknown
Pasture*
Pea, Green
Pear
Pepper
Plum
Poplar
Potato
Pumpkin
Research Station
Rhubarb
Rutabaga
Rye
Silviculture
Sod Farm
Sorghum
Squash
Strawberry
Sudangrass
Sugar Beet Seed
Sunflower Seed
Timothy
Tobacco
Tomato
Triticale
Triticale Hay
Unknown
Walnut
Watermelon
Wheat
Wheat Fallow
Wildlife Feed
Grand Total

2011
Acres

2015
Acres

2016
Acres

1

3

3

332
560
8
193
836
29,823
2
7,797
330
286
6
1,353
84
78
115
107
40
279
1,204
32
197
1,805
156
57
1,203
67
14
8
25,949
7,262
608
337,890

361
392
2
145
187
75
48
37,559
6,649
100
192
12
636
117
78
4
13
3
35
112
277
1
1,846
1,591
19
431
242
90
15
123
22,996
7,106
963
354,359

489
455
2
104
84
69
46
39,329
6,916
144
191
12
338
112
78
4
13
4
52
112
377
1
1,755
767
47
36
356
339
25
15
71
22,734
6,699
890
362,241

* WSDA Pasture Estimate of 39,329 acres appears lower
than other estimates by WSU of 140,000 acres (W.F.
Hendrix, 2017). Because the WSDA information is
available spatially, it is used in this analysis. As monitoring
occurs, it is anticipated that pastureland mapping would
improve.
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YAKIMA COUNTY VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
Producer Stewardship Checklist
Promoting Agriculture Viability and Protecting Critical Areas
The Voluntary Stewardship Program (VSP) is an optional, incentive-based approach to protecting critical
areas while promoting agriculture. This checklist serves as an individual stewardship plan referenced in
the VSP law to help each producer contribute to the goals and benchmarks of the Yakima County VSP
Work Plan. See Technical Providers (below) for more information.

Step 1: General Location Information
Provide Location Information
1. What basin is your agricultural property located within?
a. Upper Yakima
▪ Wenas Creek Basin? Yes __ No__
b. Naches
c. Lower Yakima

d. Other:___________________________






2. Identify potential critical areas on, or near, property:

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas
wetlands
frequently flooded areas
geologically hazardous areas
critical aquifer recharge areas







Instructions: Review critical area and agriculture maps at: www. XXX.XXX for potential
critical areas on or near your property, such
as ponds, streams, wetlands, steep slopes,
etc.
Note: Checking one or more critical areas that
may potentially be located on or adjacent to
the property does not constitute an official
determination of such a feature. It is helpful
in filling out the rest of the checklist.

Do you participate in the following conservation programs?
a. Global Gap: www.scsglobalservices.com/globalgap-certification



e. Safe Quality Food Institute: www.sqfi.com



b. WSDA Organic System Plan: http://agr.wa.gov/FoodAnimal/Organic/



f. Vinewise: http://www.vinewise.org/eval/



c. NRCS Conservation Plan: https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/



g. Other: ______________________________________________



d. LIVE Certification: https://livecertified.org/standards



h. Other: ______________________________________________



Consult Technical Providers
Contact Technical Advisors for
general advice, or to apply for
funding to establish conservation practices.

PRELIMINARY DRAFT

Lead Technical Assistance Providers:
▪ North Yakima Conservation District https://northyakimacd.wordpress.com/ and South Yakima Conservation District http://www.sycd.us/
Supporting Technical Assistance Providers:
▪ USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome
▪ Washington State University Extension http://extension.wsu.edu/yakima/
▪ XXXX VSP Program Administration

1
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Background: Critical Areas

1

Definitions

1

Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas ❖
Land management for maintaining populations of species in suitable habitats within their natural
geographic distribution so that the habitat available is sufficient to support viable populations over
the long term and isolated subpopulations are not created. This does not mean maintaining all individuals of all species at all times, but it does mean not degrading or reducing populations or habitats
so that they are no longer viable over the long term. (WAC 365-190-130(1))
Fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas that must be considered for classification and designation include: Areas where endangered, threatened, and sensitive species have a primary association; Habitats and species of local importance, as determined locally; Naturally occurring ponds under twenty acres and their submerged aquatic beds that provide fish or wildlife habitat; Waters of
the state; Lakes, ponds, streams, and rivers planted with game fish by a governmental or tribal entity; and State natural area preserves, natural resource conservation areas, and state wildlife areas.
(WAC 365-190-130 (2))

2

2

Wetlands❖
Areas inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.
Wetlands do not include those artificial wetlands intentionally created from non-wetland sites, including, but not limited to, irrigation and drainage ditches, grass-lined swales, canals, detention facilities, wastewater treatment facilities, farm ponds, and landscape amenities, or those wetlands
created after July 1, 1990, that were unintentionally created as a result of the construction of a
road, street, or highway. However, wetlands may include those artificial wetlands specifically intentionally created from non-wetland areas to mitigate conversion of wetlands.
(RCW 36.70A.030(21))

3

3

Lands in the flood plain subject to at least a one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given
year, or within areas subject to flooding due to high groundwater. These areas include, but are not
limited to, streams, rivers, lakes, coastal areas, wetlands, and areas where high groundwater forms
ponds on the ground surface. (WAC 365-190-030 (8))

4
4

5
"Critical areas" include the following areas and ecosystems: (a)
wetlands; (b) areas with a critical recharging effect on aquifers used
for potable water; (c) fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas;
(d) frequently flooded areas; and (e) geologically hazardous areas.
"Fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas" does not include such
artificial features or constructs as irrigation delivery systems,
irrigation infrastructure, irrigation canals, or drainage ditches that
lie within the boundaries of and are maintained by a port district or
an irrigation district or company. RCW 36.70A.030(5)

PRELIMINARY DRAFT

Frequently Flooded Areas❖

Geologically Hazardous Areas
Areas susceptible to erosion, sliding, earthquake, or other geological events, where development is
not suitable due to public health or safety concerns. (RCW 36.70A.030 (9))

5

Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas
Areas with a critical recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water, including areas where an
aquifer that is a source of drinking water is vulnerable to contamination that would affect the potability of the water, or is susceptible to reduced recharge. (WAC 365-190-030(3))

❖

Yakima County Code considers perennial and intermittent streams, naturally occurring ponds and wetlands,
and floodplains and floodways as Hydrologically Related Critical Area Features. (YCC 16C.06.03 )
2
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Background: Critical Areas & Agricultural Viability
Goals & Example Conservation Practices
Agricultural Viability Aims
associated with critical area
protection and enhancement

Critical Area Goals
▪

Protect the functions and values of hydrolog- ▪
ically related critical areas, including streams,
wetlands, floodplains, and critical aquifer
▪
recharge areas.

▪

Protect water quality and water quantity ▪
in areas having a critical recharging effect
on aquifers used for potable water .

▪

Conserve biodiversity and sensitive species,
particularly within shrub -steppe habitats
without restricting ongoing or new agricultural activities.

▪

Maintain and increase reliability and availability of irrigation water.
Support actions that benefit both stream
functions and agricultural viability.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Support actions that benefit groundwater
quality and agricultural viability.

▪

Support measures that provide incentives
for conservation of key habitats.

▪

Reduce impacts of fire on agriculture and
shrub-steppe habitat.

Avoid and minimize risks associated with
geologically hazardous areas associated with
agricultural activities.

Contact a technical assistance provider (see page 1) to identify how you can benefit from conservation practices and help achieve VSP goals. You can also view the array of potential benefits of conservation practices in addressing agricultural viability and resource concerns on your property (e.g.
reduce soil erosion, address insufficient water, etc.). See https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/
nrcs/cspsearch/national/programs/financial/csp/.
PRELIMINARY DRAFT

3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Watering facility (NYCD)
Restoration (NYCD)
Fencing (NYCD)
Drip Irrigation System (SYCD)
Concrete Lined Waste Storage Structure (SYCD)
No-Till Drill (SYCD)

Photos: NYCD and SYCD
8/13/2017
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Step 2: Voluntary Practices to Enhance Agriculture Viability and Protect Critical Areas
In this section, examine the conservation practices examples. For each practice, check off if you already do it, are interested in the practice, or it doesn’t apply. Practices are listed in four categories: A) Water Efficiencies and Management, B) Water Quality and Livestock Management; C) Land Management and
Habitat, and D) Soil Health and Erosion Control.
Farm
Type*

NRCS

Global
Gap

SQF

LIVE
Cert.

VineWise

Code #

Section

Module

Ch.

Topic

XXX

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

o

320

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

Irrigation Pipeline

430

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

Irrigation System, Microirrigation , Drip

441

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

X

o
o
o

442

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

X

Irrigation System, Tailwater Recovery

447

AF 7.4

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

Irrigation Water Management, including Soil and
Plant Moisture Monitoring

449

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

Pond Lining - Irrigation

521

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Irr

Pumping Plant—Variable Frequency Drive

533

CB 5

7, 8

7

Water

Water Quantity Enhancements: Center Pivot low
energy precise application (LEPA)

WQT
11

CB 5

7, 8

7

Well Water Testing

355

CB 5

7, 8

—

CB 5

7, 8

All

See Part D

All

Conservation Practice Examples

A) Water Efficiencies and Management
GPS for field mapping and guiding equipment
Irrigation Canal or Lateral

Irrigation System, Sprinkler, Solid Set, Wheeline

Water trust agreement or other water exchange or
transfer
See also: Residue and Tillage Management and Nutrient Management in Part D
My idea to meet the goal

See
Part D

Priority

I do
this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

I’m
interested
in this

Does not
apply

(ft)

o

o

(ft)

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

(ft)
(ac)

X

o
o

(no)

o
o

X

o

(ac)

o

o

(no)

Irr

X

o
o

(no)

o
o

o
o

Water

Irr

X

o

(no)

o

o

Water

All

o

(no)

o

o

X

o

amt

o

o

X

o

amt

o

o

o

amt

o

o

(ac)

Are there other Water Efficiencies and Management practices
that you are doing? Please describe your practice(s) including
whether you've implemented it since 2011 and the amount
you've implemented.
The VSP is intended to promote agricultural viability while protecting critical areas. Water Efficiencies and Management practices can help enhance on farm irrigation effiPRELIMINARY DRAFT
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Farm
Type*

Conservation Practice Examples

NRCS

Global
Gap

SQF

LIVE
Cert.

VineWise

B) Water Quality and Livestock Management

Code #

Section

Module

Ch.

Topic

Access Control to exclude animals, people, vehicles,
and/or equipment from an area

472

AF 7.1

5, 7

11

Wholefarm

All

Composting Facility

317

AF 6.2

5

11

Soil Water

D/L

X

Concrete Settling Basins

632

CB 4.3

5

11

Soil Water

D/L

X

Fencing

382

AF 7.1

5

11

Soil Water

All

634

CB 4.3

5

11

Soil Water

Mechanical Separators

632

CB 4.3

5

11

Underground Outlet

620

CB 5

5

Waste Storage Structure

313

CB 4.3

614
642

Manure Transfer (piping from pond to field)

Watering Facility
Water Well for livestock, fire control, wildlife, and other agricultural uses
My idea to meet the goal

Priority

I do
this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

I’m
interested
in this

Does
not
apply

o

(ac)

o

o

(no)

X

o
o
o

(ft)

o
o
o

o
o
o

D/L

X

o

(no)

o

o

Soil Water

D/L

X

(no)

11

Soil Water

D/L

X

5

11

Soil Water

D/L

X

o
o
o

(no)

o
o
o

o
o
o

CB 5

3,

11

Soil Water

Range

X

o

(no)

o

o

CB 5

5

7

Water

All

o

(no)

o

o

o

amt

o

o

(no)

(ft)

Are there other Water Quality and Livestock Management practices that you are doing? Please describe your practice(s) including whether you've implemented it since 2011 and the amount
you've implemented.

The VSP is intended to promote agricultural viability while
protecting critical areas. Water Quality and Livestock Management measures help protect both surface and ground
water regarding nutrients and disease-causing organisms.
Storing livestock manure allows producers to spread it
when crops can best use the nutrients.
*Farm Type: Irr=Irrigated; D/L = Dairy/Livestock;
Range=Rangeland; All=All Farm Types

Composting Facility—NRCS #317

Concrete Lined
Settling Basin-NRCS #632

Waste Storage Ponds

Practices Illustrated
~South Yakima Conservation District
PRELIMINARY DRAFT
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I’m
interested in this

Does not
apply

(ac)

o

o

o

(ac)

o

o

All

o

(ac)

o

o

Soil

All

o

(ac)

o

o

Soil

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

All

X

o

(ft)

o

o

o

(ft)

o

o

o

(no)

o

o

Farm
Type*

Priority

NRCS

Global
Gap

SQF

LIVE
Cert.

VineWise

Code #

Section

Module

Ch.

Topic

472

AF 7.1

5, 7

11

Wholefarm

All

o

314

AF 7.1

7

2

Soil

All

327

AF 7.2,
CB 3

2

Soil

—

AF 7.2

2

345

CB 3

2

Fence (management of browsing animals or management of wildlife movement)

382

AF 7.1

Field Border to provide wildlife food and cover, protect soil and water quality.

386

AF 7.2

700

AF 7.1

384

Conservation Practice Examples

C) Land Management and Habitat
Access Control to exclude animals, people, vehicles,
and/or equipment from an area
Brush Management to manage or remove woody
plants that are invasive or noxious
Conservation Cover to provide vegetative cover,
reduce soil erosion and sedimentation
Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
Conservation Tillage

Fish Screen to protect fish from injury

11

5, 6, 9

11

Wholefarm
Wholefarm

All

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

2

Water

Irr

AF 7.2

2

Wholefarm

Range

o

(ac)

o

o

666

AF 7.2

2

Wholefarm

Range

o

(ac)

o

o

315

AF 7.1

2

Soil

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Integrated Pest Management to control noxious
weeds and invasive plants

595

AF 7.1

3-14

8

Wholefarm

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Livestock Pipeline to convey water for livestock or
wildlife

516

CB 5

5

11

Wholefarm

All

o

(ft)

o

o

Forest Slash Treatment

6

Forest Stand Improvement
Herbaceous Weed Control

X

I do
this

C) Land Management and Habitat is continued on the next two pages.
*Farm Type: Irr=Irrigated; D/L = Dairy/Livestock; Range=Rangeland; All=All Farm Types
PRELIMINARY DRAFT
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I’m
interested
in this

Does not
apply

(ac)

o

o

o

(ac)

o

o

X

o

(ac)

o

o

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

All

X

(ac)

Water

Irr

X

(ft2)

Water

All

o
o
o

(no)

o
o
o

o
o
o

Whole
farm

All

o

(ft)

o

o

Farm
Type*

Priority

I do
this

All

X

o

All

X

All

6

AF7.2

6

325

CB 3

7

574

CB 3

580

AF 7.1

NRCS

Global
Gap

SQF

LIVE
Cert.

VineWise

Code #

Section

Module

Ch.

Topic

484

CB 3

4

Soil

528

AF 7.1

643

AF 7.2

390,
391

AF 7.2

Riparian Forest Buffer

395

Seasonal high tunnel system for crops
Spring Development

Conservation Practice Examples

C) Land Management and Habitat (cont.)
Mulching
Prescribed Grazing, including to reduce noxious
weeds or invasive plants, manage fuel loads, and
address erosion
Restoration and Management of Rare and Declining Habitats
Riparian Herbaceous Cover

Streambank and Shoreline Protection

5, 7

11
2

2

Whole
farm

X

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

C) Land Management and Habitat is continued on the next page.
*Farm Type: Irr=Irrigated; D/L = Dairy/Livestock; Range=Rangeland; All=All Farm Types

Practices Illustrated
Fencing - 382
Herbaceous Weed Control –
315
Mulching - 484
Riparian Forest Buffer - 395
Tree and Shrub Establishment
– 612
Watering Facility – 614~North
Yakima Conservation District
PRELIMINARY DRAFT
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Conservation Practice Examples

NRCS

Global
Gap

SQF

LIVE
Cert.

VineWise

C) Land Management and Habitat (cont.)

Code #

Section

Module

Ch.

Topic

649

AF 7.1

2

Wholefarm

All

612

AF 7.1

2, 5

Wholefarm

All

490

AF 7.1

2, 5

Wholefarm

All

645

AF 7.1

2

Wholefarm

All

614

AF 7.1

11

Wholefarm

All

658

AF 7.2

2

Wholefarm

659

AF 7.1

2

657

AF 7.2

644

Structures for wildlife: Raptor and bat nesting
box for predator patrol
Tree and Shrub Establishment
Tree/Shrub Site Preparation
Upland Wildlife Habitat Management
Watering Facility for livestock or wildlife
Wetland Creation
Wetland Enhancement
Wetland Restoration
Wetland Wildlife Habitat Management
Wildlife and pollinator habitat planting
Windbreak

Farm
Type*

Priority

I do
this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

I’m
interested
in this

Does not
apply

o

(no)

o

o

o

(ac)

o

o

o

(ac)

o

o

X

o

(ac)

o

o

X

o

(no)

o

o

All

o

(ac)

o

o

Wholefarm

All

o

(ac)

o

o

2

Wholefarm

All

o

(ac)

o

o

AF 7.1

2

Wholefarm

All

o

(ac)

o

o

422

AF 7.2

2

Wholefarm

All

o

(ft)

o

o

380/ 650

AF 7.1

Wholefarm

All

o

(ft)

o

o

o

amt

o

o

My idea to meet the goal

X

X

Are there other Land Management and Habitat practices
that you are doing? Please describe your practice(s) including whether you've implemented it since 2011 and the
amount you've implemented.
The VSP is intended to promote agricultural viability while protecting critical areas. Land Management and Habitat practices can promote crop pollination, breakdown of organic matter to provide nutrients for crops, provide contaminant degradation, allow for agricultural pest control, reduce invasive species, and reduce the risk of wildfire. Additionally, practices can reduce erosion and improve water quality. For example, by fencing streams and providing off-stream watering, producers can increase drinking water
quality, pasture quality, stream bank stability, biodiversity, and wildlife habitats, while reducing disease incidents, water pollution, and erosion.
*Farm Type: Irr=Irrigated; D/L = Dairy/Livestock; Range=Rangeland; All=All Farm Types
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Conservation Practice Examples

D) Soil Health and Erosion Control
Access Road: position away from water bodies and water
courses; locate and build to control or reduce erosion
Conservation Cover to provide permanent vegetative
cover, reduce soil erosion and sedimentation
Cover Crop for seasonal cover and other conservation
purposes.

Fire wise: wildfire protection to maintain cover/ reduce
soil loss
Heavy use area protection to stabilize ground surface
Irrigation Water Management
Nutrient Management to conserve nutrients, minimize
pollution
Mulching to control erosion and conserve soil moisture
Prescribed Grazing, including to reduce erosion and manage fuel loads
Residue and Tillage Management
Seasonal High Tunnel System for crops and soil moisture
Vegetative Barrier along contour of slopes or concentrated flow areas
Windbreak to reduce soil erosion, protect plants

Farm
Type*

NRCS

Global
Gap

SQF

LIVE
Cert.

VineWise

Code #

Section

Module

Ch.

Topic

560

AF 7.1

3, 7

4

Soil

All

327

AF 7.2,
CB 3

3, 7

2

Soil

All

340

AF 7.1

7

2, 4

Water

BCD

AF 7.1

3, 5, 7

561

CB 3

3, 5, 7

449

CB 5

7

590

Priority

I do
this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

I’m
interested
in this

Does
not
apply

o

(ft)

o

o

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Irr

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Soil

Range

X

o

o

o

Soil

All

7

Water

Irr

CB 4

5, 6

Soil

484

CB 3

4

528

AF 7.1

4

329,
345

CB 3

325

CB 3

601
380/
650

o

(ac)

o

o

X

o

(ac)

o

o

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Soil

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Soil

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Soil

All

X

o

(ac)

o

o

Water

Irr

o

(ft2)

o

o

AF 7.1,
CB 3

Soil

All

o

(ft)

o

o

CB 3

Whol
efarm

All

o

(ft)

o

o

o

amt

o

o

5

7

My idea to meet the goal
Are there other Soil Health and Erosion Control practices that you
are doing? Please describe your practice(s) including whether
you've implemented it since 2011 and the amount you've implemented.

The VSP is intended to promote agricultural viability while protecting critical areas. Soil Health and Erosion Control help maintain agricultural viability for producers through
improving soil health and water quality; avoiding soil loss, crusting, high summer temperatures, and moisture loss; and maintaining the land base for agricultural purposes.
*Farm Type: Irr=Irrigated; D/L = Dairy/Livestock; Range=Rangeland; All=All Farm Types
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Conservation Practice Examples

E) Flooding

NRCS

Global
Gap

SQF

LIVE
Cert.

VineWise

Code #

Section

Module

Ch.

Topic

Avoid permanent changes in floodplain areas such as buildings,
roads, and fill. Where alteration of floodplain is necessary,
follow flood hazard regulations.

Farm
Type*

Priority

I do
this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

I’m
interested
in this

Does
not
apply

All

o

amt

o

o

All

o

amt

o

o

o

amt

o

o

See RCW 86.16 and See Yakima County Code 16.C regarding
flood hazard regulations.

See measures to protect wetlands and riparian areas that
help flood storage.

AF 7.1

My idea to meet the goal:

Are there measures that disconnect the river or stream from your farm? Including roads?
Do you experience flooding? Is flooding compatible with agricultural operations?
Please describe your practice(s) including whether you've implemented it since 2011 and the amount you've implemented.

The VSP is intended to promote agricultural viability while protecting critical areas. Flooding causes many impacts to agricultural production, including water contamination,
damage to crops, loss of livestock, increased susceptibility of livestock to disease, flooded farm machinery, and environmental damage to and from agricultural
chemicals. ~Agriculture: Natural Events and Disasters, http://www.epa.gov/agriculture/tned.html.
*Farm Type: Irr=Irrigated; D/L = Dairy/Livestock; Range=Rangeland; All=All Farm Types
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Step 3: Monitoring
A technical assistance provider, coordinated by the North/South Conservation Districts, as appropriate, will contact you annually about the conservation practices installed. To assist with monitoring, you may be asked to provide additional information. You may request a field visit to obtain advice on improving the
effectiveness of the conservation practices.

Ideas for Agriculture Viability Incentives and Outcomes
The VSP is designed to promote the viability of agriculture over the long term and to avoid unnecessary local critical area regulations due to the prevalence of
conservation practices undertaken by willing producers. Producers may find cost-matching programs with technical providers (see contact information on
page 1).

What incentives could help you achieve your goals for your farm?

PRELIMINARY DRAFT
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YAKIMA VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
Voluntary Par cipa on & Prac ces Short Checklist
The Voluntary Stewardship Program (VSP) is an op onal, incen ve-based approach to protec ng cri cal
areas while promo ng agriculture. This checklist serves as 1) an introduc on to conserva on prac ces –
you will be invited to discuss conserva on prac ces with a technical provider who can describe prac ces
and oﬀer cost-share agreements OR 2) a self-cer ﬁca on VSP stewardship plan referenced in the VSP
law to help each producer contribute to the goals and benchmarks of the Yakima County VSP Work Plan.
For more informa on:
 North Yakima Conserva on District h ps://northyakimacd.wordpress.com/
 South Yakima Conserva on District h p://www.sycd.us/

1. Provide Loca on Informa on
1. What basin is your agricultural property located within?
a. Upper Yakima

 Wenas Creek Basin? Yes __ No__
b. Naches

c. Lower Yakima

d. Other:________________________

2. Iden fy poten al cri cal areas on, or near, property:
a. ﬁsh and wildlife habitat conserva on areas

b. wetlands

c. frequently ﬂooded areas

d. geologically hazardous areas

e. cri cal aquifer recharge areas

Review cri cal area and agriculture maps at: www. XXX.XXX for poten al cri cal areas on or near your property, such as
ponds, streams, wetlands, steep slopes, etc. VSP is a voluntary and non-regulatory program. Checking one or more cri cal
areas that may poten ally be located on or adjacent to the property does not cons tute an oﬃcial determina on of such a
feature. It is helpful in ﬁlling out the rest of the checklist.

Do you par cipate in the following conserva on programs?
a. Global Gap:
 e. Safe Quality Food Institute: www.sqfi.com

2.

www.scsglobalservices.com/globalgap-certification
b. WSDA Organic System Plan:
http://agr.wa.gov/FoodAnimal/Organic/
c. NRCS Conservation Plan:
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/
d. LIVE Certification:
https://livecertified.org/standards



 f. Vinewise: http://www.vinewise.org/eval/



 g. Other: _______________________________



 h. Other: _______________________________



If you checked any of the above conserva on programs, please describe what kinds of ac vi es you may
have implemented since July 2011 that are related to conserva on and protec on of cri cal areas.

August 2017
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VOLUNTARY STEWARDSHIP
PARTICIPATION AND PRACTICES CHECKLIST

Conserva on Prac ces
Conserva on prac ces are prac cal
methods of agricultural land
management or improvements designed
to protect or enhance natural resources –
soils, water, air, energy, habitat – while
allowing eﬃcient and produc ve use of
the land. Listed in following pages (and
illustrated in at right) are types of
conserva on prac ces you may have
implemented or may be interested in
applying to your opera on. These are just
a few ideas – some may be applicable
and others not. We are interested in the
types of conserva on measures you have
applied and your thoughts on how they
are working for you. There is no right or
wrong answer. Each opera on is unique
and changes over me.

1

2

3

4

The VSP statute iden ﬁes a baseline year
of July 22, 2011. Some of the ques ons
ask about how much of the measures
5
you’ve implemented. Please ﬁll that in if
you know those amounts. You may also
1. Watering facility (NYCD)
let us know if you have done more or less
2. Restora on (NYCD)
of conserva on prac ces you put in place
3. Fencing (NYCD)
4. Drip Irriga on System (SYCD)
prior to 2011. We would like to ensure
5. Concrete Lined Waste Storage Structure (SYCD)
that our Work Plan con nues to show
6. No-Till Drill (SYCD)
posi ve results across our watersheds
and we are credited for all the good
Photos: NYCD and SYCD
things that producers do to have a viable
agricultural opera on and to protect cri cal areas and steward their land.

6

VSP oﬀers technical assistance and incen ves for willing producers for conserva on prac ces that
protect and enhance cri cal areas. The conserva on prac ces also are intended to improve agricultural
viability by reducing producer costs and increasing yields and quality in many cases. See contact
informa on for Technical Providers to get assistance including cost-sharing of implemen ng
conserva on prac ces on your property:

Lead Technical Assistance Providers:
 North Yakima Conserva on District https://northyakimacd.wordpress.com/
 South Yakima Conserva on District http://www.sycd.us/

August 2017
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3. Water Eﬃciencies/Management Practices
Water Eﬃciencies and Management prac ces can help enhance on-farm irriga on eﬃciency and
distribu on, conserve water, save energy, decrease producer’s costs, and may improve crop yield and
produc on.

Conserva on Prac ce Examples
GPS for ﬁeld mapping and guiding equipment
Irriga on water management or
improvements such as micro-irriga on, drip,
sprinkler, moisture monitoring, pond lining,
center pivot low energy precise applica on,
etc.
Irriga on Pond – manages water and se les
silt
Minimum llage prac ces– helps build soil
proﬁle and adds soil moisture holding
capacity
Organic ma er use such as manure or
compost to build soil structure
Soil sampling before nutrients are applied to
ensure the proper amounts are used
Soil and plant moisture monitoring
Water trust agreement or other water
exchange or transfer

If implemented
before 2011 do
you do more or
less of it now?

I do this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)



(ac)

more
less







(ac)

more
less







(ac)

more
less







(ac)

more
less







(ac)







(ac)







(ac)







amt





more
less
more
less
more
less
more
less

I’m
interested
in this

Does not
apply

Are there other Water Eﬃciencies/Management prac ces you are implemen ng? What are they?

Why did you implement these prac ces?

Have you seen changes from these prac ces?

Are you doing more or less Water Eﬃciencies/Management measures since 2011?

August 2017
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4. Water Quality and Livestock Management
Water Quality and Livestock Management measures help protect both surface and ground water
regarding nutrients and disease-causing organisms. Storing livestock manure allows producers to spread
it when crops can best use the nutrients.

Conserva on Prac ce Examples
Compos ng Facility, Waste Storage
Structure, Concrete Se ling Basins,
Manure Transfer
Fencing

I do this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)



(no)



(ft)

Underground Outlet



(ft)

Watering Facility



(no)

If
implemented
before 2011
do you do
more or less
of it now?

more
less
more
less
more
less
more
less

I’m
interested
in this

Does not
apply

















Are there other Water Quality / Livestock Management prac ces you are implemen ng?

Why did you implement these prac ces?

Have you seen changes from these prac ces?

Are you doing more or less Water Quality / Livestock Management measures since 2011?

August 2017
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5. Land Management and Habitat
Land Management and Habitat prac ces can promote crop pollina on, breakdown of organic ma er to
provide nutrients for crops, provide contaminant degrada on, allow for agricultural pest control, reduce
invasive species, and reduce the risk of wildﬁre. Addi onally, prac ces can reduce erosion and improve
water quality.
For example, by fencing streams and providing oﬀ-stream watering, producers can increase drinking
water quality, pasture quality, stream bank stability, biodiversity, and wildlife habitats, while reducing
disease incidents, water pollu on, and erosion.

Conservation Practice Examples
Fish and ﬁsh habitat protec on such as ﬁsh
screens or fencing
Vegeta on management, such as
herbaceous weed control or integrated
pest management
Prescribed grazing, including to reduce
noxious weeds or invasive plants, manage
fuel loads, and address erosion
Riparian protec on and enhancement, such
as herbaceous cover, riparian forest buﬀer,
streambank protec on
Structures for wildlife: Raptor and bat
nes ng box for predator patrol
Tree and shrub establishment

I do this

Amount
Implemented
(since 2011)

If
implemented
before 2011
do you do
more or less
of it now?

I’m
interested in
this

Does not
apply



( )

more
less







(ac)

more
less







(ac)

more
less







(ac)

more
less







(no)







(ac)





Watering facility for livestock or wildlife



(no)





Wildlife and pollinator habitat plan ng



( )





more
less
more
less
more
less
more
less

Are there other Land Management and Habitat prac ces you are implemen ng?

Why did you implement these prac ces?

Have you seen changes from these prac ces?

Are you doing more or less Land Management and Habitat measures since 2011?

August 2017
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6. Soil Health and Erosion Control
Soil Health and Erosion Control help maintain agricultural viability for producers through improving soil
health and water quality; avoiding soil loss, crus ng, high summer temperatures, and moisture loss; and
maintaining the land base for agricultural purposes.

Conservation Practice Examples
Conserva on cover or cover crop, for
permanent or seasonal cover, and to reduce
soil erosion
Fire wise: wildﬁre protec on to maintain
cover/ reduce soil loss
Nutrient management to conserve nutrients,
minimize pollu on
Mulching to control erosion and conserve soil
moisture
Prescribed grazing, including to reduce
erosion and manage fuel loads
Residue and llage management
Vegeta ve barrier or windbreak, to reduce
erosion

I do this



Amount
Implemente
d
(since 2011)

(ac)




(ac)



(ac)



(ac)



(ac)



( )

If
implemented
before 2011
do you do
more or less
of it now?

more
less
more
less
more
less
more
less
more
less
more
less
more
less

I’m
interested
in this

Does not
apply





























Are there other Soil Health and Erosion Control prac ces you are implemen ng?

Why did you implement these prac ces?

Have you seen changes from these prac ces?

Are you doing more or less Soil Health and Erosion Control measures since 2011?

August 2017
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7. Flooding
Flooding causes many impacts to agricultural produc on, including water contamina on, damage to
crops, loss of livestock, increased suscep bility of livestock to disease, ﬂooded farm machinery, and
environmental damage to and from agricultural chemicals. ~Agriculture: Natural Events and Disasters,
http://www.epa.gov/agriculture/tned.html.

Conservation Practice Examples
Avoid permanent changes in ﬂoodplain areas
such as buildings, roads, and ﬁll. Where
altera on of ﬂoodplain is necessary, follow
ﬂood hazard regula ons.
See RCW 86.16 and See Yakima County Code
16.C regarding ﬂood hazard regula ons.
See measures to protect wetlands and
riparian areas that help ﬂood storage.

I do this

Amount
Implemente
d
(since 2011)



If
implemented
before 2011
do you do
more or less
of it now?

(amt)

I’m
interested
in this

Does not
apply









more
less


(amt)

more
less

Are there measures that disconnect the river or stream from your farm? Including roads?

Do you experience ﬂooding? Is ﬂooding compa ble with agricultural opera ons?

Are there other ﬂood control prac ces you are implemen ng?

Why did you implement these prac ces?

Have you seen changes from these prac ces?

Please describe your prac ce(s) including whether you've implemented it since 2011 and the amount
you've implemented.

August 2017
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Appendix G. Adaptive Monitoring Matrix
Evaluation focuses on the intersect of critical areas with agricultural activities. Monitoring results would be reported at the watershed level. Additionally, adaptive management thresholds in Appendix G define when a closer look at results
would occur based on evaluation results. Where adaptive management thresholds are exceeded, the working group will first evaluate whether the changes are a result of agricultural activities.
Activities that do not fit within the VSP definition for “agricultural activities” or that are outside the scope and/or jurisdiction of the VSP will generally be excluded and will not be counted against the agricultural community for VSP monitoring
and reporting purposes. Such non-agricultural activities include but are not limited to catastrophic fires, floods, natural disasters, GMA-regulated conversions, forestry activities regulated by the Forest Practices Act, changes in eligibility for
federal program, changes in federal program funding contract conditions, technical mapping corrections, mapping errors, changes beyond a producer’s control, etc.). Similarly, data or reports on mixed resource metrics or parameters
affected by both agricultural and non-agricultural actors and factors will generally be excluded for purposes of determining compliance with VSP critical area baseline protection requirements or success in meeting critical area protection and
enhancement goals and benchmarks. Mixed-activity resources metrics may however be useful as trend indicators to help focus VSP enhancement efforts on high priority areas.
As a general approach, the monitoring methods may include collecting information on acres or lineal feet of a critical area within an intersect as an initial screening approach; however, the goals and benchmarks are evaluated based on
whether a critical area function or value is protected or enhanced. Implementation is typically measured by the area directly affected by best management practices. However, implementation benchmarks may also to relate to more
programmatic actions led by the working group or other members of the agricultural community. For example, coordinated fire management among agriculture and fire-fighting and resource management agencies is a high-priority
programmatic action to reduce the frequency of fire affecting shrub-steppe habitat and rangelands. Outreach to federal, state, and local land managers and owners is identified as an implementation benchmark for enhancement.
Effectiveness benchmarks may be evaluated by the area of change, which is supplemented by the nature of the change to understand the effects on critical area functions, or by follow up monitoring of the effectiveness of best management
practices. The measurable extent of change may be detected through existing remote sensing information, an expert panel, or through follow-up monitoring by the technical service providers.
Where referenced, expert panels would be convened by the Work Group, and would be made up of qualified professionals and subject matter experts who have demonstrated education, experience, accreditation, and knowledge relevant
to the particular matter.
TABLE 1. ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT MATRIX: PROTECTION GOALS, BENCHMARKS, MONITORING, AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT ACTION APPROACHES TO MAINTAIN CRITICAL AREA FUNCTIONS
Row
#

Critical Area
Protection Goal

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

High level goal of project.
There are just a handful.

1.

Protect the functions and
values of hydrologically
related critical areas,
including streams,
wetlands, floodplains,

Critical Area
Protection Benchmark
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

Specific environmental
conditions desired from
project

Rely on regulatory
backstop of water rights
adjudication.
No benchmarks or
measurement required.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

What will be measured to
know if benchmark is
achieved

Not applicable.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

The measured effect of
actions on critical areas

Not applicable.

Monitoring Method

Monitor at watershed scale
in areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

How the performance metric will
be measured

Not applicable.

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Project result that, if
achieved, must be
addressed with an action

Not applicable.

Adaptive
Management
Action

Action that will be taken if
threshold is reached
(A No Action Alternative
is implied as an option)

Not applicable.

Who Monitors

Person or organization
responsible for
benchmark monitoring

Not applicable.

When

When monitoring will
occur

Person or Organization
responsible for
implementing adaptive
management action
(contracting and fiscal
responsibility) if
threshold is reached.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCDType D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Organization with
funding available
to assist technical
provider or
agricultural owner

Not applicable.
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Row
#

2.

Critical Area
Protection Goal

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
and critical aquifer
recharge areas.

3.

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection Benchmark
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Maintain floodplain
connectivity and
groundwater recharge
during high flows.

Manage riparian
vegetation to maintain
instream habitat, limit risk
of channel migration into
agricultural fields,
maintain shading of
stream, and other water
quality functions.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Avoid an increase in
structures or barriers
that result in floodplain
disconnection.
Apply regulatory
backstop of flood
hazard management
regulations.

Livestock
management practices
maintained.
Riparian vegetation
area retained, except
for noxious weeds.
Allow riparian areas
to reestablish after
natural events.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Area of connected
floodplain retained in
areas of agricultural
intersect (see riparian
(Row 3) and wetland
(Row 6) benchmarks
for cover metrics).

Area and cover of
riparian vegetation
intersecting agricultural
activities.

Monitoring Method

Monitor at watershed scale
in areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Technical Service
Provider visits will identify
new barriers to floodplain
connectivity.
When new mapping is
available, such as LIDAR
and Flood Insurance Rate
Maps, these maps will be
used to identify changes in
the floodplain area.

Tracking tool: The
number and extent of best
management practices
addressing riparian area
management.
Site visits by technical
assistance providers to
assess riparian composition
and cover.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation of riparian
area and cover by entity
selected by Work Group.
Equivalent alternatives to
imagery interpretation
include: conservation
practice implementation
(Tracking Tool), Technical
Provider field visits,
periodic watershed
assessments by experts.

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Net increase in
barriers to floodplain
connectivity
10% reduction in
areas of connected
floodplain.

10% decrease in
livestock management
practices.
10% decrease in
riparian area.
10% decrease in
riparian cover.

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Evaluate if changed
floodplain connectivity
mapping is due to
quality of mapping
data or due to on-theground loss of
floodplain connectivity
due to agricultural
activities.
Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to implement
floodplain connection
and stream restoration
projects.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except C
Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to increase
best management
practices.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

A, B, and D Type
1

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery Interpretation
(Work Group
Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery Interpretation
(Work Group
Commissioned Entity)

E and F Type 2

NYCD/SYCD Type D
NYCD/SYCD Type E
Work Group Type F

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row
#

Critical Area
Protection Goal

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

4.

5.

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Manage nutrients,
pathogens, and other
contaminants to maintain
surface and groundwater
quality (rely on
regulatory backstop for
pesticides, dairy nutrients,
and stormwater, and on
Lower Yakima Valley
Groundwater
Management Area
standards for
groundwater).

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Absent background
regulations and TMDLs,
best management
practices maintained to
reduce runoff.

Maintain conditions for
fish passage related to
agriculture.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Best management
practices functioning as
designed to protect
water quality.

Surveyed number of
fish passage barriers
and unscreened
diversions associated
with agriculture.

Monitoring Method

Monitor at watershed scale
in areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Tracking tool: The
number and extent of best
management practices that
address water quality and
nutrient management.
Success of implemented
best management practices
in achieving objectives.

Survey fish passage
barriers via the North
Yakima Conservation
District and Washington
State Fish Passage Map.

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
5% reduction of
best management
practices addressing
water quality and
nutrient management.
5% of best
management practices
monitored not meeting
objectives.

No increase in fish
passage barriers
associated with
agriculture.

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to increase
best management
practices.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to remove
passage barriers.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

NYCD/SYCD Type B
NYCD/SYCD Type D

NYCD/SYCD Type B
NYCD/SYCD Type D

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row
#

Critical Area
Protection Goal

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

6.

7.

Conserve biodiversity
and sensitive species,
particularly within
shrub-steppe habitats
without restricting
ongoing or new
agricultural activities.

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Protect the functions
and values of naturally
occurring wetlands.

Maintain functions of
shrub-steppe habitat,
especially areas with
deep soils through
voluntary management
and protection measures.
Examples include but are
not limited to:
o managed grazing at
appropriate times
o develop
public/private grazing
plans that enhance
critical areas and
agricultural viability.
o native bunch grass
propagation. Using

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Wetland area
protected in CRP,
conservation easement,
or in-fee purchase
(retained in area or
function).
Implementation of
practices that avoid
and minimize impacts
to wetland functions
(area of practices to
protect water quality,
hydrology, and/or
habitat)). See riparian
metrics above.
Recognize federal
wetland regulatory
backstop.
Area managed to
limit landcover
disturbance in areas of
shrub-steppe (area of
interface or overlap).
Area managed to
promote shrub-steppemay include managed
grazing (area of
managed grazing or
public/private
grazing).

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Wetland area and
cover using Ecology’s
Wetland Change
Analysis, if it becomes
available.

Shrub-steppe
protected
(annual/seasonal
review of area and
native cover compared
to baseline).

Monitoring Method

Monitor at watershed scale
in areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Tracking tool: The
number and extent of best
management practices that
protect wetlands.
Mapped conservation
areas containing wetlands
in areas of agricultural
intersect.
Site visits by technical
assistance provider.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation using
Ecology’s Wetland Change
Analysis, if it becomes
available. Interpretation by
entity selected by Work
Group.
Tracking tool: The
number and extent of best
management practices that
protect shrub-steppe
habitat.
Site visits by technical
assistance providers.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation of area and
native shrub-steppe cover
by entity selected by Work
Group. Equivalent
alternatives to imagery
interpretation include:
conservation practice
implementation (Tracking
Tool), Technical Provider
field visits, periodic

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
5% reduction of
best management
practices in areas of
intersect.
5% reduction in
areas of wetlands
conserved in areas of
intersect.
5% reduction in
wetland area, cover,
or complexity, if
Ecology’s Wetland
Change Analysis
becomes available.

2.5% decrease in
shrub-steppe area or
native cover.

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Evaluate if
changed mapping is
due to quality of
mapping data or due
to loss of conservation
areas due to
agriculture.
Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to implement
wetland best
management practices.
Increase wetland
enhancement or
restoration projects
with willing
landowners.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except C
and E Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to increase
best management
practices.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 2, no later
than 5 years

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Ecology’s
Wetland Change
Analysis, if it becomes
available, with
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery Interpretation
(Work Group
Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row
#

Critical Area
Protection Goal

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

8.

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection Benchmark

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
existing bunch grasses;
divide plants into halves
or quarters and replant.
Best done in late fall
/winter.
o develop firefighting
strategies that protect
shrub-steppe habitats
that compliment VSP
plan goals (see also
Table 2).
o install rain guzzlers
in rangeland shrubsteppe areas to provide
water sources for both
livestock and wildlife.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Maintain habitat
connectivity in important
linkage centrality areas
or pinch points.

Shrub-steppe
linkage centrality or
pinch point protected
(connectivity retained).
o Voluntary informal
set-aside’s by
producers, leases,
easements, or
acquisitions to retain
connectivity. Tools that
retain taxable land
area are preferred.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Monitoring Method

Monitor at watershed scale
in areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
watershed assessments by
experts.

Site visits by technical
assistance providers.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation of area of
shrub-steppe in mapped
areas of habitat
connectivity corridors,
including linkages and pinch
points. Interpretation by
entity selected by Work
Group. Equivalent
alternatives to imagery
interpretation include:
conservation practice
implementation (Tracking
Tool), Technical Provider
field visits, periodic
watershed assessments by
experts.

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

2.5% reduction in
habitat connectivity
corridors including
linkages and pinch
points.

Seek willing
landowners to enhance
or restore habitat in
high value blocks or
connectivity corridors.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except C
and E Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery Interpretation
(Work Group
Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row
#

Critical Area
Protection Goal

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

9.

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection Benchmark
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Maintain abundance
of pollinator populations

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Pollinator habitat
protected (area, cover,
and diversity of host
species compared to
baseline).
Integrated Pest
Management (IPM)
plans maintained.

Monitoring Method

Monitor at watershed scale
in areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Tracking tool: The
number and extent of best
management practices that
protect pollinator habitat.
Review overall planted
area: Agriculture,
Rangeland, and Habitat.
Consider seasonality. Use
information from WSU for
baseline area information if
available.1

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
10% reduction of
best management
practices in areas of
intersect.

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to increase
best management
practices.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except C
and E Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

NYCD/SYCD Type B
NYCD/SYCD Type E

1

The baseline of acres in bloom and forage in crop land is not yet available. A WSU Work Program describes such research is needed: https://agr.wa.gov/PlantsInsects/Apiary/docs/HoneyBeeWkGroupReport.pdf.
Census of Agriculture data reports some data on bee colonies, but it is insufficient. 2012 Census of Ag.: Colonies of Bees in Yakima County = 20,357.
PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row
#

Critical Area
Protection Goal

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

10. Avoid and minimize risks
associated with
geologically hazardous
areas associated with
agricultural activities.

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Manage irrigation
practices and agricultural
activities to maintain
steep slopes by:
o Avoiding increases
in erosion.
o Avoiding steep
slopes or helping to
stabilize steep
slopes where
practical.
o Avoiding irrigating
unstable slopes.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Best management
practices implemented
to manage runoff to
steep slopes or to
avoid erosion.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Natural vegetative
cover retained in
areas of agricultural
intersection with
geologically
hazardous areas

Monitoring Method

Monitor at watershed scale
in areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Tracking tool: The
number and extent of best
management practices
addressing slope stability
and erosion.
Identify areas subject to
erosion for vegetative cover
using site visits by technical
assistance providers.
Evaluate water quality
monitoring of sediments in
hydrologic study areas,
where such results can be
attributed to agricultural
activities.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation by entity
selected by Work Group.
Equivalent alternatives to
imagery interpretation
include: conservation
practice implementation
(Tracking Tool), Technical
Provider field visits,
periodic watershed
assessments by experts.

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Net loss of more
than 10% vegetation
in areas of agricultural
intersect with steep
slopes.
Measurable
decrease in water
quality below State
standards where
results can be
attributed to
agricultural activities.

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Implement best
management practices
to reestablish lost
vegetation or manage
runoff with current and
added VSP
Participants.
Where
appropriate, conduct
water quality
assessments and
identify control
programs or
improvement projects.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except C
and E Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery Interpretation
(Work Group
Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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August 2017

TABLE 1. ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT MATRIX: GOALS, BENCHMARKS, MONITORING, AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT APPROACHES TO VOLUNTARILY ENHANCE CRITICAL AREAS
Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

High level goal of project.
There are just a handful.

1.

Enhance the functions
and values of
hydrologically related
critical areas, including
streams, wetlands,
floodplains, and critical
aquifer recharge areas.

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Specific environmental
conditions desired from
project

What will be measured to
know if benchmark is
achieved

Increase flow in critical
reaches during critical low
flow period.

Acre-feet reduction
in diversion,
instantaneous flow.
Number of water
exchanges, storage,
transfers, voluntary
regional agreements,
and/or water trusts
established.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action
Organization
with funding
available to
assist technical
provider or
agricultural
owner

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

The measured effect of
actions on critical areas

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

How the performance metric
will be measured

Tracking tool: The number
and extent of best
management practices that
maintain or promote
irrigation efficiencies as of
the baseline.
Tracking tool: Water
resource agreements
maintained or increased as
of the baseline.
Ecology River and Stream
Flow Monitoring or Yakima
Basin Integrated Water
Resource Management Plan
(YBIWRMP) monitoring
results show maintenance or
increases in minimum flows at
river locations intersecting
with agriculture.

Project result that, if
achieved, must be
addressed with an action

No increase in best
management practices
in areas of intersect.
No increase in water
agreements related to
agricultural use
important for minimum
flows.

Action that will be taken if
threshold is reached
(A No Action Alternative
is implied as an option)

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to reestablish or
add new irrigation
efficiency best
management practices.
Reestablish or
increase water
agreements with willing
landowners.

Person or organization
responsible for
benchmark monitoring

When
monitoring will
occur

Person or Organization
responsible for
implementing adaptive
management action
(contracting and fiscal
responsibility) if
threshold is reached.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
C Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

August 2017

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

No increase in areas
of stream restoration in
areas of intersect.

Evaluate if changed
floodplain connectivity
mapping is due to
quality of mapping data
or due to on-the-ground
loss of floodplain
connectivity due to
agricultural activities.
Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to implement
floodplain connection
and stream restoration
projects.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

Promote voluntary
implementation of native
plant enhancement in
areas of intersect.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
E Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Increase floodplain
connectivity,
groundwater recharge,
and instream habitat
complexity.

Stream enhancement
or restoration projects
implemented (length of
stream)- including dike
setbacks, floodplain
reconnection, and bank
contouring.
Coordinated
recharge projects
implemented in areas
of agricultural intersect.

Floodplain area
restored in area of
agricultural intersect
compared to baseline.
Stream channel
complexity restored in
area of agricultural
intersect.
Groundwater
recharge in areas of
agricultural intersect
(Acre-feet or pervious
area sufficient to allow
recharge).

Tracking tool: Floodplain
and stream restoration
projects implemented.

Re-establish or enhance
riparian vegetation to
improve instream habitat,
shading of stream, and
other water quality
functions:
o Priority is given to basins
where the benchmark of
riparian area protection of
functions and values is at
risk of degrading
compared to baseline and
affects fish species. Second
priority is other areas of
focus per county, state,
regional, tribal priorities
for enhancement.

Livestock
management practices
implemented.
Noxious weeds and
invasive species
removed from riparian
areas intersecting
agricultural activities
(annual/seasonal
review of conditions
compared to baseline).
Native species
restored in riparian
areas intersecting
agricultural activities
(annual/seasonal
review of conditions
compared to baseline).

Invasive species
distribution and cover
in riparian areas
adjacent to agricultural
activities.
Native species cover
in riparian areas
adjacent to agricultural
activities.
Area or cover of
riparian vegetation
intersecting agricultural
activities.

Tracking tool: The number
and extent of best
management practices or
voluntary enhancements that
address native species.
Sample areas using site
visits by technical assistance
providers.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation of riparian
area and cover by entity
selected by Work Group.
Equivalent alternatives to
imagery interpretation
include: conservation practice
implementation (Tracking
Tool), Technical Provider
field visits, periodic
watershed assessments by
experts.

2.

3.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)

No increase in
riparian area or native
cover.

NYCD/SYCD Type B
NYCD/SYCD Type D

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

4.

5.

August 2017

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to increase
water quality and
nutrient management
practices.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to remove
passage barriers.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Manage nutrients,
pathogens, and other
contaminants to improve
surface and groundwater
quality.

Best management
practices implemented
to enhance organic
matter in soil to improve
moisture content.
Best management
practices implemented
for contaminant
storage.
Number of offchannel watering sites
installed.
Number of best
management practices
installed to limit runoff
(including irrigation
efficiencies and
precision agriculture).

Water quality is
improved in
agricultural drains
where monitored.
Best management
practices achieving
water quality
objectives.
Groundwater
quality improved in the
Lower Yakima
Groundwater
Management Area.

Tracking tool: The number
and extent of best
management practices that
address water quality and
nutrient management.
Percent of irrigation water
management plans and soil
nutrient monitoring plans
meeting objectives.
Ongoing water quality
monitoring in agricultural
drains and Lower Yakima
Groundwater Management
Area

No improvement in
progress to meet water
quality parameters.

Improve fish passage
conditions related to
agriculture.

Fish passage barriers
corrected.
Fish screens installed
on existing unscreened
diversions.

Surveyed number of
fish passage barriers
and unscreened
diversions associated
with agriculture.

Survey fish passage
barriers via the North
Yakima Conservation District
and Washington State Fish
Passage Map or any
available fish passage data.

No reduction in fish
passage barriers as of
baseline.

NYCD/SYCD Type B
NYCD/SYCD Type D

NYCD/SYCD Type B
County Type C
Washington State Fish
Passage Map
NYCD/SYCD Type D

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Enhance wetland
functions and values.

6.

7.

August 2017

Increase biodiversity
and sensitive species
resilience, particularly
within shrub-steppe
habitats2.

Improve biodiversity of
shrub-steppe habitats.
o Promote voluntary
measures to enhance
shrub-steppe habitat
and shrub-steppe
corridors with the first
priority as areas
where the benchmark

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Area of wetland
enhancement and
restoration projects
implemented (including
artificial wetlands).
Actions implemented
to reduce artificial
drainage of wetlands
(number).

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Tracking tool: The number
and extent of best
management practices that
protect wetlands.
Mapped conservation
areas containing wetlands in
areas of agricultural
intersect.
Site visits by technical
assistance provider.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation using Ecology’s
Wetland Change Analysis, if
it becomes available.
Interpretation by entity
selected by Work Group.

No increase in best
management practices
in areas of intersect.
No increase in areas
of wetlands protection
or restoration.

Evaluate if changed
mapping is due to
quality of mapping data
or due to loss of
conservation areas due
to agriculture.
Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to implement
wetland best
management practices.
Increase wetland
enhancement or
restoration projects with
willing landowners.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
C and E Type
2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

Site visits by technical
assistance providers.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation of area and
native cover of shrub-steppe
by entity selected by Work
Group. Equivalent
alternatives to imagery
interpretation include:

No increase in
quality of shrub-steppe
habitat through best
management practices.

Promote
implementation of
enhancement or
restoration with willing
landowners.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
C and E Type
2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Wetland area, and
cover, as detected
using Ecology’s
Wetland Change
Analysis, if it becomes
available.

Area of shrub-steppe
enhanced or restored
(enhanced in area or
native cover3).
Best management
practices implemented
to control invasive
species and encourage
native shrub-steppe

2

Shrub‐steppe habitat encompasses rocky soils, shrubs, and grasses.

3

Cover represents the native proportion of shrub and grass components within shrub‐steppe habitats.

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: County using
Ecology’s Wetland
Change Analysis, if it
becomes available,
with interpretation
(Work Group
Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

August 2017

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
of shrub-steppe
protection of functions
and values is at risk of
degrading compared
to baseline.
Enhancement
opportunities should
include firstly current
blocks and currently
utilized corridors and
secondly historical or
likely suitable
corridors that could be
established or
renewed.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

species (enhanced in
area or native cover)
such as:
o Additional areas of
managed grazing at
appropriate times or
public/private grazing
plans that enhance or
restore composition
and native cover
compared to the
baseline,
o Native plant
propagation in new
areas.
oAdded areas where
rain guzzlers are
installed in rangeland
shrub-steppe areas to
provide water sources
for both livestock and
wildlife
o Avoid disturbance of
seedbank, or stockpile
removed soils and
reapply following
disturbance,
o Integrated Pest
Management to
reduce noxious weeds
and control invasive
species, establishing
desired vegetation.

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

conservation practice
implementation (Tracking
Tool), Technical Provider
field visits, periodic
watershed assessments by
experts.

Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

8.

August 2017

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Improve habitat
connectivity in important
linkage areas or pinch
points.
o See row 17 for priorities.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Area of shrub-steppe
linkage centrality or
pinch point restored
(enhanced in area or
native cover).

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

No increase in
protected, enhanced,
or restored habitat
connectivity corridors
including linkages and
pinch points.

Seek willing
landowners to enhance
or restore habitat in high
value blocks or
connectivity corridors.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
C and E Type
2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.
Function of important
habitat linkages
accessible to wildlife.

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

Mapped area of habitat
connectivity corridors
including linkages and pinch
points.
Site visits by technical
assistance providers.

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

9.

August 2017

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Reduce fire risk to shrubsteppe habitat.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

2.5% increase in
invasive species.
2.5% decrease in
native shrub-steppe
species

Seek willing
landowners in areas of
intersect to increase best
management practices.
Promote
implementation of native
grass planting through
enhancement or
restoration.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
C and E Type
2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Efforts implemented
to control invasive
species, including
managed grazing
(based on an
annual/seasonal review
of composition and
native cover compared
to baseline).
Outreach to federal,
state, and local land
managers and owners
and fire-fighting and
environmental agencies
to develop a
coordinated approach
to fire management
that will limit impacts to
shrub-steppe.
Monitor development
of management plan
for Yakima Training
Center, and get
involved where possible
such as through
comment periods or
meetings

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

Tracking tool: The number
and extent of best
management practices that
address cheatgrass or other
invasive species.
Fire plan preparation. This
includes a willing landowner
working with a technical
provider to create fire
breaks or other management
techniques. This may alter a
critical area, but result in
protection of the overall
shrub-steppe landscape.
Site visits by technical
assistance providers.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation by entity
selected by Work Group.
Equivalent alternatives to
imagery interpretation
include: conservation practice
implementation (Tracking
Tool), Technical Provider
field visits, periodic
watershed assessments by
experts.

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

10.

August 2017

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Improve the abundance
and diversity of native
pollinators.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Habitat enhanced for
pollinators to achieve
diversity in pollinator
species (enhanced in
area, cover, or diversity
of pollinator host
species).

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

No increase in
pollinator habitat.

Promote
implementation of
pollinator planting
through enhancement or
restoration.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
C and E Type
2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Integrated Pest
Management plans
implemented.

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

Tracking tool: Voluntary
enhancements or added best
management practices to
improve pollinator habitat.
Use information from
WSU for baseline area
information if available.4

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E

4

The baseline of acres in bloom and forage in crop land is not yet available. A WSU Work Program describes such research is needed: https://agr.wa.gov/PlantsInsects/Apiary/docs/HoneyBeeWkGroupReport.pdf.
Census of Agriculture data reports some data on bee colonies, but it is insufficient. 2012 Census of Ag.: Colonies of Bees in Yakima County = 20,357.
PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Row #

Critical Area
Enhancement Goal
In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:

11. Reduce risks associated
with geologically
hazardous areas
associated with
agricultural activities.

August 2017

Critical Area
Enhancement
Benchmark

In areas of critical area
intersect with agricultural
activities, and at the
watershed level:
Manage irrigation
practices and agricultural
activities to reduce risks
associated with steep
slopes in agricultural areas.

Performance Metric
(Implementation)
At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Performance Metric
(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding
source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Net loss of more
than 10% vegetation in
areas of intersect and
steep slopes.
Measurable
decrease in water
quality below State
standards where results
can be attributed to
agricultural activities.

Implement best
management practices to
reestablish lost
vegetation or manage
runoff with current and
added VSP Participants.
Where appropriate,
conduct water quality
assessments and identify
control programs or
improvement projects.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 1, except
C and E Type
2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work
Group
Monitoring
Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

At watershed scale in
areas of critical area /
agriculture intersect.

Best management
practices implemented
to manage runoff to
steep slopes.
Implementation of
best management
practices for slope
stability (e.g. contour
planting, retaining
native vegetation,
irrigation efficiencies).

Adaptive
Management Action
Threshold

Tracking tool: The number
and extent of best
management practices
addressing slope stability
and erosion.
Identify areas subject to
erosion for vegetative cover
using site visits by technical
assistance providers.
Evaluate water quality
monitoring of sediments in
hydrologic study areas,
where such results can be
attributed to agricultural
activities.
Remote sensing imagery
interpretation by entity
selected by Work Group.
Equivalent alternatives to
imagery interpretation
include: conservation practice
implementation (Tracking
Tool), Technical Provider
field visits, periodic
watershed assessments by
experts.

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D
NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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TABLE 2. ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT MATRIX: PARTICIPATION GOALS, BENCHMARKS, MONITORING, AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT ACTION APPROACHES
Row #

Critical Area
Protection
Goal

High level goal
of project. There
are just a
handful.

1.

Promote
volunteerism
and
stewardship of
agricultural
land and critical
areas.

Critical Area
Protection
Benchmark

Performance Metric

Performance Metric

(Implementation)

(Resource
measurement)

Specific environmental
conditions desired from
project

What will be measured to
know if benchmark is
achieved

Sufficient
participation by
commercial and noncommercial
agricultural operators
that achieves the
protection of critical
area functions and
values across WRIA
basins.
o NYCD: Every two
years, survey VSP
eligible producers
across basins, and
directly contact 20
percent of
producers about
VSP program.
Guide technical
provider resources
based on priorities
in Work Plan
Exhibit 7-8.
o SYCD: Every two
years, contact VSP
eligible producers
about VSP
program, targeting
between 100 to

Minimum annual
outreach events held or
education opportunities
provided reported each
biennium.
Landowners contacted
within 2 years of plan
approval. Annually,
include County Assessor
mailer to current use tax
participants.
Annually information
is provided to past and
current VSP participants
by Technical Providers.
Technical assistance
sought by cumulative
number of calls,
meetings, applications,
and contracts is
maintained or increased.
VSP participants in
each WRIA basin by
each biennium is
maintained or increased.
Participating
agricultural acreage and
participating private or

The measured effect of
actions on critical areas

Not applicable

Monitoring Method

How the performance
metric will be measured

Indicators of active
participation include:
Number of outreach
events.
Number/percentage
of landowners contacted.
Number of event
attendees.
Number of VSP
participation signs and
marketing materials
distributed.
Education
opportunities provided.
Technical assistance
sought by producers (as
tracked through
meetings, calls,
applications, and
contracts with technical
assistance providers).
Self-certification: See
Appendix F for a
checklist.

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

Project result that, if
achieved, must be
addressed with an
action

10% reduction in
participation in VSP
program, by WRIA
basin.

Adaptive
Management
Action
Action that will be
taken if threshold is
reached
(A No Action
Alternative is implied
as an option)

Increase outreach
and education events.
Identify who drops
out and why to
modify outreach.

Who Monitors

Person or organization
responsible for
benchmark monitoring

NYCD/SYCD Type A
NYCD/SYCD Type B

When

When monitoring will
occur

Type 1, Except E Type
2

Party Responsible
for An Action

Person or Organization
responsible for
implementing adaptive
management action
(contracting and fiscal
responsibility) if
threshold is reached.

RC&D under Work
Group direction

NYCD/SYCD Type E
NYCD/SYCD Type G

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Funding source for
Adaptive
Management
Action
Organization with
funding available to
assist technical
provider or agricultural
owner

See Work Group
Monitoring Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission
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Row #

Critical Area
Protection
Goal

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection
Benchmark
200 producers.
Provide technical
assistance or
education annually
on average to 35
to 65 producers.
Direct technical
provider resources
based on priorities
in Work Plan
Exhibit 7-8.

Performance Metric

Performance Metric

(Implementation)

(Resource
measurement)

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

leased rangeland
acreage in each basin
based on selfcertification entries by
VSP Participants as of
first biennium is
maintained or increased
each biennium
thereafter.

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
Prepared by BERK Consulting in association with The Watershed Company
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Adaptive
Management
Action
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Row #

Critical Area
Protection
Goal

2.

August 2017

Critical Area
Protection
Benchmark

Performance Metric

Performance Metric

(Implementation)

(Resource
measurement)

Indirect
participation by
commercial and noncommercial
agricultural operators
in VSP best
management practices
is maintained or
increased over 10
years on agricultural
land.

Acres or number of
collective best
management practices is
unchanged or increased.
Survey demonstrates
an increase in
understanding of VSP in
agricultural households.

Not applicable.

Monitoring Method

Adaptive
Management
Action Threshold

Adaptive
Management
Action

Who Monitors

When

Party Responsible
for An Action

Funding source for
Adaptive
Management
Action

Indirect participation in
common stewardship
practices may be
tracked and reported
using one or more
methods:
o Mapping and remote
sensing imagery
interpretation of best
management
practices in place
across watersheds,
and
o Random sampling of
farmers and ranchers
in the field by
technical assistance
providers with willing
landowners, or
o Phone, mail, or online
surveys, or
o Census of agriculture
or other broadly
gathered and
published information
(only available
periodically), or
o Participation in other
certification
programs.

10% reduction in
acres or number
where best
management practices
are applied.
10% reduction in
awareness of VSP
program.

Seek willing
landowners in areas
of intersect to
reestablish best
management
practices.
Increase outreach
and education events.

Type C: Mapping
(Yakima County) or
Imagery
Interpretation (Work
Group Commissioned
Entity)

Type 2

RC&D under Work
Group direction

See Work Group
Monitoring Budget –
primarily
Conservation
Commission

NYCD/SYCD Type E

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
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TABLE 3. AGRICULTURAL VIABILITY AIMS, INCENTIVES, AND ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH CRITICAL AREA PROTECTION

There are no formal measurable benchmarks, nor do they determine whether the plan meets compliance. Agriculture viability aims, incentives, and activities are meant to help the County do its planning for resource lands and to help the local
agricultural economy. Suggested aims, incentives, and activities relate to the protection and enhancement of agriculture in the watershed. These should be considered throughout implementation, monitoring, and adaptive management of the
VSP Work Plan.
Row #
1.

Agricultural
Viability Aim

Activities

Performance Metric

Monitoring Method

Responsibility for Monitoring

When

Maintain and
increase reliability
and availability of
irrigation water.

Facilitate use of water trusts to protect farmers who leave water instream
from relinquishing water rights.
Develop flexible infrastructure (wells, storage, pumps) drawing from within
and out of basin.
Develop emergency irrigation allocation plan (water wheeling).
Protect irrigation water and pump infrastructure by limiting avulsion risk.

Water resources necessary for
producers are available and reliable.
Funding available for incentives to
implement critical area conservation.

Track implementation results of the
Yakima Basin Water Enhancement
Project.

NYCD Type D

Type 2

Enhance on-farm irrigation efficiency with precision agriculture and other
efficiency measures.
Enhance efficiency of irrigation distribution.

2.

3.

4.

Support actions that
benefit both stream
functions and
agricultural viability.

Support the Yakima Basin Integrated Plan and Title 12 of the Yakima Basin
Water Enhancement Project for flow enhancement and groundwater recharge
enhancement.
Implement off-channel watering.
Encourage programs that provide funds for best management practices.
Commodity buffers
(http://www.capitalpress.com/water/20160323/commodity-buffers-payfarmers-same-as-crops ).

Support actions that
benefit groundwater
quality and
agricultural viability.

Support Lower Yakima Valley Groundwater Management Area (LYGWMA)
group outcomes.

Type 2

Funding available for incentives to
implement critical area conservation.

None.

Best management practices
implemented.
Number of incentives and acreage
or length implemented.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Track implementation results of the
LYGWMA.

SYCD Type D

Type 2

NYCD/SYCD Type D

Type 2

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
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Row #
5.

Agricultural
Viability Aim

August 2017

Activities
Voluntary incentives for conservation of corridors, grass banks, or easements

Support measures
that provide
incentives for
conservation of key
habitats.

Performance Metric

Monitoring Method

Responsibility for Monitoring

When

Funding available for incentives to
implement habitat conservation

Number of incentives and acreage
or length implemented

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 2

NYCD/SYCD Type B
Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or
Imagery Interpretation (Work Group
Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type E
NYCD/SYCD Type G

6.

Reduce impacts of
fire on agriculture
and shrub-steppe
habitat.

Coordinate with federal, state, and local agencies with both firefighting and
environmental responsibilities, as well as land managers, to ensure a
coordinated approach to fire management that will limit impacts to agricultural
properties. Review entity management plans, and participate in providing
comments and direction to promote the viability of agriculture as well as critical
area protection.
Coordinate with federal, state, and local agencies, as well as land
managers, to ensure that agencies are supporting shrub-steppe restoration in
areas affected by fire.
Pursue opportunities to reinstate grazing on Yakima Training Center.
Establish initial priority area of Blackrock for fire suppression and prevention
in cooperation with rural fire districts, and state, tribal, and federal wildfire
managers.
Firebreaks established along critical zones.

Development of interlocal
agreements to coordinate fire
prevention, response, and
management.

Annual report to Work Group from
designated lead that interfaces with
federal, state, and local agencies and
land managers with both firefighting
and environmental responsibilities
including Yakima Training Center.

Work Group-Assigned Lead

Type 2

7.

Support funding for
timely research to
improve agricultural
production.

Serve as technical advisors or as volunteers to higher education and private
research and development firms that are researching improved agricultural
production.

Investment in research that supports
Yakima’s agricultural economy.

Review of programs through WSU
Extension, Central Washington
University, or other institutions.

NYCD/SYCD Type D

Type 2

Continue to improve
agricultural
practices and
ecological
understanding.

Support the testing and improvement of best management practices by NRCS
and local conservation districts.
Encourage priority funding to support VSP Program participation by farmers
and ranchers.

Priority funding set aside and made
available by federal, state, and local
sources to support VSP Program
participation by farmers and ranchers.
Applications for best management
practices could score higher for VSP
participants such as through NYCD,
SYCD, NRCS, and other agencies.

Review improved or new practices
from technical providers.
Review annual budgets for
Conservation Commission.
Participate in legislative process to
encourage ongoing funding for VSP
implementation.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

8.

Work Group Type F

Type 2

NYCD/SYCD Type D

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
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Row #

August 2017

Agricultural
Viability Aim

Activities

Performance Metric

Monitoring Method

Responsibility for Monitoring

When

Encourage technical
assistance to support
Yakima’s unique
range of producers
and products.

Encourage higher education, economic development entities (e.g. YCDA), and
local governments to include programs, policies, and community engagement
that support agricultural economy.
Identify options for farmers to reduce their production expenses via technical
assistance providers.

Producers have access to farm
business expertise, training, and
practical research that advances farm
profitability and conservation.
Education, economic development,
and local government agencies have
policies and programs that support
agricultural economy.

Options for farmers to reduce their
production expenses are disseminated
by technical assistance providers.
USDA Economic Research Service,
Census of Agriculture, Department of
Revenue, technical assistance services.
Number of producers using business
planning and technical assistance
services.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 2

10.

Maintain and
improve access to
markets through a
strong production
and distribution
system.

Ensure the County and cities Comprehensive Plans, capital investments in
roads and other infrastructure, and zoning codes provide strong support for
agricultural infrastructure that may be located within urban areas, such as
packing houses, etc.

On-farm and commercial storage,
aggregation, and distribution services
are available.
Necessary supplies, equipment, and
other farm inputs are accessible and
available.

Number of Storage and Food
Distribution Establishments serving the
county, and volume of storage and
distribution; Covered Employment and
Businesses.

Yakima County Type D

Type 2

11.

Encourage fair
oversight of farm
safety, labor, and
other production
aspects, while
providing autonomy
to innovate and
adapt to changing
market conditions.

Support voluntary market-based certification programs that are fairly
implemented and flexible to unique circumstances of different commodities and
changing national and international economics.

VSP participation dovetails with
other common certification programs.

Number of participants in voluntary
market-based certification programs.
Biennial review of stewardship
checklists in relation to popular
market-based certification programs
to avoid duplication and to streamline
efforts.

NYCD/SYCD Type D

Type 2

12.

Develop
private/public
grazing plans to
benefit the
agricultural economy
and shrub-steppe
habitat.

Recognize managed grazing can enhance shrub-steppe habitat and support
agricultural viability. Work with federal and state land owners and managers
to forge agreements allowing grazing on public land on a reliable annual basis.
Agreements should address water and access. Tools that retain taxable land
area are preferred. Where state lands are purchased in the future, work with
state agencies to incorporate managed grazing into management plans for
shrub-steppe habitat.

There are cooperative and stable
grazing agreements with private and
public land owners and managers.

Biennial review of public grazing
leases.

NYCD/SYCD Type A

Type 2

9.

NYCD/SYCD Type D
Work Group Type F

NYCD/SYCD Type B

PRIORITY GOALS & BENCHMARKS
See Work Plan Section 7.2 for a description of participation and priority implementation measures.
MONITORING ACTIVITY & RESPONSIBILITY
Type A: Educate, facilitate, and/or implement best management practices with willing landowners
NYCD/SYCD Type B: Tracking Tool / Database Management and Review
County/Work Group Type C: Mapping (Yakima County) or Remote Sensing Imagery Interpretation (Work Group Commissioned Entity)
NYCD/SYCD Type D: Collect and Review Outside Monitoring Information: Ecology River and Stream Gauges, Water YBIWRMP Implementation Reports, Water Trusts, Fish Barrier Maps, State Water Quality Monitoring, Other
NYCD/SYCD Type E: Producer Survey (Field Sample, Phone, or Online)
Work Group Type F: Convene expert panel
NYCD/SYCD Type G: Annual Summary of VSP Activities
NYCD/SYCD

WHEN
Type 1: Annual, e.g. Tracking Tool Output | Type 2: Complete by September 1 of each biennium prior to required periodic evaluations and December 31 prior to each 5-year reporting period, with review time by Work Group.
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Outreach
There are two primary timeframes to address regarding outreach: outreach to stakeholders in
establishing the VSP Workgroup, and outreach conducted (in several phases) that provides
information to interested stakeholders and the public that a VSP work plan is being prepared.
There are statutory considerations for both of these components of outreach.
Outreach for the Yakima County Voluntary Stewardship Plan has several objectives:
1. Seek early participation by growers/producers in developing a work plan
2. Seek participation in, and understanding of, work plan development by other
stakeholders
3. Gain responsibility and ownership of the Voluntary Stewardship Plan by the
agricultural community
4. Ensure that growers/producers know about the VSP work plan as the program is
established
5. Bridge the long-standing gap between agricultural producers and resource
agencies
Establishing the workgroup
The legislation establishing the Voluntary Stewardship Program provides the following direction
for appointing the VSP Watershed Workgroup:
“RCW 36.70A.715 (3) The watershed group must include broad representation of key
watershed stakeholders and, at a minimum, representatives of agricultural and
environmental groups and tribes that agree to participate. The county should encourage
existing lead entities, watershed planning units, or other integrating organizations to
serve as the watershed group.”
Yakima County staff asked the consultants to finalize the list of participants in the VSP. The
facilitator, Neil Aaland, worked from a list of possible members provided by the county and
made initial contacts. Over a period of several weeks, he either confirmed participation or
expanded the list to other possible members. Eventually, a list of people and entities willing to
participate was prepared. They were invited to the first meeting, held on March 30, 2016.
For agricultural groups, invitations were extended to the Yakima County Farm Bureau,
Washington State Farm Bureau, Washington State Tree Fruit Association, Cattleman’s
Association, Hop Growers’ of America, and Yakima Valley Dairy Federation.
For tribal government, an invitation was extended to, and accepted by, the Yakama Nation.
For environmental organizations, invitations were extended to:
 Cowiche Canyon Conservancy (accepted)
 Yakima Valley Audubon Society (accepted)
 Trout Unlimited (accepted)
 Washington Water Trust (accepted)
Specific state agencies with interest in VSP and expertise in related issues were asked to be
part of the workgroup. This includes the Departments of Ecology, Agriculture, and Fish and
Wildlife.

August 2017
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The final list of members included below shows the representatives of the various stakeholders
who are members of the watershed workgroup.
General outreach:
RCW 36.70A.720 sets out the general considerations for outreach during the development of
the VSP work plan. Section 1 (b) requires the work group to “seek input from tribes, agencies,
and stakeholders.” Section 1 (d) requires the work group to “ensure outreach and technical
assistance is provided to agricultural operators in the watershed.”
Outreach can be divided into three phases:
1. Early outreach: Ensure stakeholders are aware of the VSP workgroup and its efforts to
prepare a plan;
2. Outreach as a draft plan is being developed: Ensure stakeholders know what the draft plan
says and have an opportunity to provide feedback to workgroup before submittal to
Conservation Commission
3. Implementation: Outreach to agricultural operators along with technical assistance, once a
workplan is approved.
First phase: early outreach
Yakima County . The consultant team established e-mail distribution lists for both workgroup
members and those persons wanting to track the VSP workplan development effort. The county
also established a website containing information about the VSP process:
http://www.yakimacounty.us/1657/Voluntary-Stewardship-Program-VSP
Second phase: outreach as a draft plan is being developed
The workgroup had several discussions about specific stakeholders and outreach required to
reach them. The following table lists proposed outreach activities, as discussed by workgroup
members. This will be a living document, and added to as outreach activities occur:

Outreach Table
2/23/17 draft
Outreach Tasks

When

1. Prepare general written information on
Yakima VSP for workgroup members to use
with their constituents (e.g. provide to state
farm bureau, local farm bureau, others)

Developed draft with
Spring Work Group
Meetings and for
June 2017 Open
House.
Developed with
Public Open House
June 2017.

2. Prepare a newsletter discussing the draft
workplan and its contents

Who
All.

Conservation
Districts and CoChair together with
consultant team.

3. Connect with Yakima Basin Integrated Plan Implementation Committee
4. Outreach to growers/producers (which
Initial event, Public
specific groups/organizations??
Open House June
2017. More to be
scheduled.
5. Connect with “Cherry Institute”

August 2017
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Outreach Tasks
6. Look into using Yakima County’s system of
public meetings
7. Presentation to Ground Water Management
Area (GWMA) Committee

8. Post information on relevant Yakima County
web pages
9. Information for the websites of both
Conservation Districts
10. CD newsletters
11. Present information to general organizations
of growers (Check with Frank Hendrix, who
likely has a list of producers)
12. Tree fruit conventions
13. Place article in “Good Fruit Grower”
magazine
14. Brief the Yakima Basin Fish and Wildlife
Recovery Board
15. Informal work session for Board of County
Commissioners

When
Summer 2016,
frequently asked
questions distributed
and also posted on
County website.
Work Group Agendas
and Frequently
Asked Questions
Posted since 2016.

Who
Yakima County

Yakima County

Draft article prepared
May 2017.
Prior to VSP
Workgroup final
recommendation.
Addressed in May
2017.

Yakima County

Third phase: implementation
As noted above, the statute requires outreach to agricultural producers. RCW
36.70A.720 (1) (d) requires the work group to “ensure outreach and technical
assistance is provided to agricultural operators in the watershed.”
The third phase and final phase of outreach occurs after adoption of work plan.
Although this is considered the final phase of outreach, it is considered on-going.
Additionally, outreach will be continued as needed to maintain a representative Work
Group.
[Note: this section will be expanded as the work group talks about implementation
strategies. It should address both outreach provided by technical service providers and
general outreach about the VSP. It could also discuss the responsibilities of specific
entities, including Yakima County, the North and South Yakima Conservation Districts
as Technical Service Providers, and other entities with responsibilities.]
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